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ABSTRACT

Adjacent beam bridges, such as box beams and hollow core bridges have been
one of the most popular forms of precast prestressed bridges in the past. Recently, an
awareness of major durability problems has led owners to make improvements to the old
standards or move away from the system completely. These issues usually stem from the
breakdown of the shear key which provides continuity between adjacent members. This
research focuses on determining the best improvements that will reduce durability issues
and increase the bridge’s service life.
A review of previous research performed on adjacent beam bridges is performed,
focusing on shear key design and post-tensioning requirements. State Departments of
Transportation were also surveyed on their past use of this bridge type and the observed
performance of their standard details. Conclusions were gathered concerning the changes
in shear key design, post-tensioning and overlay requirements to determine what design
methods had the most impact on bridge performance.
A fatigue study modeling the standard hollow core bridge sections used in South
Carolina was performed using Monte Carlo simulations with Latin Hypercube sampling.
This study was used to determine the influence of average annual daily traffic (AADT),
corrosive environment and shear key degradation on the service life of an adjacent beam
bridge. Most physical and material properties of the simulated bridge were treated as
random variables. The program only considered heavy truck loads as damage inducers.
The fatigue study found that shear key performance, AADT and the corrosive
environment of the bridge all have significant effect on the service life of a structure. It
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was found that if a shear key performed well enough to perfectly emulate a cast-in-place
slab, the hollow core detail could be considered for use on roads with up to 50,000
AADT.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Adjacent beam bridges have been very popular precast bridge solutions since the
seventies. There are many different types and sizes used. They range from twelve inch
deep prestressed slab beams to more than four foot deep box beams depending on the
target span. Adjacent beam members are placed butted against one another and usually
have cutouts on each adjacent face for the formation of a grouted shear key to create load
sharing between the members. These members are also usually tied together transversely
using rods or strands fed through ducts precast into the section. The higher profile
members have voids incorporated into the section to help reduce the dead weight of the
member. These bridges are favored for their speed of construction and their ability to
create a workable surface without waiting for cast-in-place concrete to cure.
Many states still use these bridges without problem, however, some states have
had issues with the shear keys cracking after use and allowing water and deicing salts to
attack the transverse ties and enter the voids of the member. The water ingress can lead
to early corrosion of the prestressing reinforcement which can severely degrade the
moment capacity of the member. The cracking of the shear key often leads to differential
movement between adjacent members and reflective cracking in the overlay, leading to
loss of rideability. Most cracked shear keys still transfer a portion of the load due to
frictional resistance of the grout material along the crack.

If the shear key fails

completely, total loss of load transfer can result which can lead to early failure of the
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member that incurs 100 percent of the wheel load. The states with the most problems are
typically northern states with harsher winters which require more use of deicing salts.
Over the years, many improvements to the standard detail have been made to
remedy the durability issues linked with this bridge. The first improvement most states
adopted is the requirement of a reinforced cast-in-place concrete overlay in place of the
typical asphalt overlay. Some states tried to avoid the increased time of construction of
the cast-in-place deck by requiring a waterproofing membrane beneath the asphalt
overlay. More recent improvements have been implemented by making the shear key
larger and more robust and by requiring a target post-tensioning force in the transverse
ties to increase the compressive force exerted on the shear key grout material.
The aim of this research is to learn more about the physical behavior of these
bridges and how the various improvements to the shear key details affect the systems
performance. The objectives of this research include:
-

-

Investigate the history of the use of adjacent beam bridges and their
corresponding performance.
Review the shear key improvements researched and implemented on these bridges
and the effects they have on the system.
Perform a sensitivity study to determine how shear key performance, traffic
volume and the corrosive environment affect the service life of an adjacent beam
bridge.
Determine which improvements have the greatest impact on the bridge service
life and suggest beneficial changes to the current standards in South Carolina.
The remaining Chapters of this report discuss the usage and performance of

adjacent beam bridges in detail. Chapter 2 discusses the previous research pertaining to
bridge performance and suggested changes to adjacent beam bridge details. Chapter 3
presents the findings of surveys conducted of Departments of Transportation which query
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on the standards and restrictions used for these bridges and the observed performance.
Chapter 4 details a fatigue based reliability study performed on a fifty-foot span South
Carolina hollow core slab section using Monte Carlo simulations with a Latin Hypercube
sampling technique. Chapter 5 states the conclusions about important improvements
necessary for the increase of service life.
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CHAPTER TWO
SHEAR KEY AND POST-TENSIONING LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
Precast concrete bridges are a very important facet in accelerated bridge
construction and have the potential to expedite the replacement of older, structurally
deficient bridges in the United States. Precast adjacent beam bridges are popular for
shorter spans because of their speed of erection and low clearance abilities. Different
states use different variations of these types of bridges; such as hollow core slabs, deck
beams, and the larger box beams. Box beams are used in about two-thirds of the fifty
states (Russell 2009).
The major weakness of these bridges is the shear transfer mechanism between the
adjacent beams. The most common shear transfer mechanism used is a shear key (see
Figure 2.1a and 2.1b). The most common problem reported for these bridges is cracking
through the grout–beam interface along the longitudinal joint (Russell 2009). This
behavior seems unrelated to maximum span or skew of the bridge, but can be correlated
to the amount of heavy truck traffic crossing the bridge (Lall et al. 1998; Russell 2009).
Many states have restrictions against using these bridge types on roads with high average
annual daily traffic (AADT) or on the National Highway System (NHS) because of their
cracking tendencies (Culmo 2009). These cracks can be a concern when one considers
the possible loss of load sharing between the adjacent beams. Further concerns include
the detrimental effects of water and deicing salts leaking between the beams and
corroding prestressing strands and transverse ties (Huckelbridge Jr. et al. 1995).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Typical Shear Key (SCDOT 2010)
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO)

Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Specifications provide no design

parameters for the common method of shear transfer of using the combination of grouted
shear keys and lateral ties (Culmo 2009). Therefore, the size and type of shear key and
amount of post-tensioning has evolved by trial and error and varies widely between State
departments of transportation (DOTs) (Culmo 2009). The most common mitigation
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strategy for cracks along the shear key, which many state DOTs implement, is to require
five to six inches of reinforced concrete overlay on the beams. In addition to the overlay
requirement, some state DOTs also specify a standard amount of transverse posttensioning force instead of just using the transverse ties to make sure the beams touch.
However, approximately sixty-five percent of all states still see reflective cracking
through the concrete overlay (Russell 2009).

Common Details
The most common shear key placement is at the top flange of the beam and they
are usually very small keyways (see Figure 2.1b). Due to the narrowness of the keyway
it can be very difficult to place the grout correctly. The West Virginia DOT investigated
several high volume bridges and concluded that shear key failures were due to inadequate
grouting procedures during construction (El-Remaily et al. 1996).
The moment transferred between the beams creates a hinging action about the
shear key and can possibly lead to opening and closing of the grout interface at the top
face of the beams (Lall et al. 1998; Miller et al. 1999). Furthermore, the application of a
post-tensioning force at mid-depth after the curing of a partial-depth shear key may create
moment and result in opening of the grout at the top of the beams (Russell 2009). To
improve the performance and durability of the shear keys, tensile moment action at the
shear key face needs to be reduced.

6

Temperature Effects
It has been noted by some researchers that longitudinal cracks in the shear key
appear very quickly after construction of the bridge (Hlavacs et al. 1996; Miller et al.
1999; Russell 2009). The warming of the wearing surface due to the sun creates a
camber in the members and causes the adjacent beams to pull apart or put significant
tension force on the grout (Miller et al. 1999).

This pulling apart is caused by the

adjacent beam axes not being perfectly parallel (see Figure 2.2). Miller et al. (1999)
found that the cyclic loading of the adjacent beams propagated the cracks created by
temperature strain, but did not create any new cracks from the live load alone (Hlavacs et
al. 1996; Miller et al. 1999).

Figure 2.2: Temperature Effects (Miller et al. 1999)
Miller et al. (1999) also conducted tests on the same box beam with different
shear key locations and materials. Tests using a mid-depth shear key instead of an upper
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flange shear key encountered much less temperature cracking when the grout was not
extended to the top of the beam.
When Miller et al. (1999) tested epoxy grout in the shear keys instead of nonshrink grout, it was found to have greater bond strength to the beams. However, it also
has a coefficient of thermal expansion that is three times that of normal non-shrink grout.
This would make it more susceptible to thermal cracking during large temperature
changes (Miller et al. 1999).
It should also be noted that different temperature ranges during a time period can
“heal” the longitudinal cracks (i.e cause the gap of the temperature cracks to close),
making them difficult to detect (Hlavacs et al. 1996). Therefore, more longitudinal
cracks can be present on a bridge than is readily apparent. A totally different set of
cracks could be detectable during a different time of the day, or a different time of the
year.

High Performance Details
According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 2005 survey of the
bridge systems in Japan and some European countries (Ralls et al. 2005), Japanese box
beam details experience little-to-no longitudinal cracking.

Unlike the typical small

partial-depth shear keys used in the United States, the Japanese shear key is full-depth
and very wide (see Figure 2.3) (El-Remaily et al. 1996). The keyways are filled with
cast-in-place concrete instead of non-shrink grout. The Japanese bridge systems use
considerably more post-tensioning by using more diaphragms and having two layers of
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lateral ties (see Figure 2.4). The two layers of lateral ties help prevent the rotating
moment about the shear keys that is a common cause of cracking along the longitudinal
joints. Rather than specifying a constant post-tensioning force for all box beam bridges,
the Japanese standards require a detailed analysis of each bridge to determine the amount
and location of post-tensioning (El-Remaily et al. 1996). Although this system may
perform much better than the American systems, it also requires form work for the castin-place shear keys, more analysis and more field work to apply post-tensioning.

Figure 2.3: Japanese Box Beams (El-Remaily et al. 1996)

Figure 2.4: Japanese Box Beam Post Tensioning (El-Remaily et al. 1996)
In 1990, the New York Department of Transportation conducted a study to
determine the cause of reflective cracking through the five-inch concrete topping
observed in many box beam bridges (Lall et al. 1998). From the results of the inspections
on existing bridges they decided to make some changes to their standard box beam detail.
The shear keys were increased from partial-depth to full-depth and more post-tensioning
ties were added to all spans (see Figure 2.5). These new standards were implemented in
1992, and in 1996 a follow-up study was performed on the new bridges. Only twentythree percent of the new bridges exhibited longitudinal cracking along the shear keys as
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opposed to fifty-four percent cracked in 1990 (Lall et al. 1998). According to the
inspection personnel, these cracked bridges had AADTs of 5000 or more.

Figure 2.5: New York Full Depth Shear Key and Post-Tensioning Detail
(NYSDOT 2010)

Experimental Studies
Miller et al. (1999) conducted an experimental study comparing the performance
of upper shear keys with mid-depth shear keys, and comparing the use of non-shrink
grout with the use of epoxy grout. Three different tests were performed: non-shrink
grout in an upper shear key, non-shrink grout in a mid-depth shear key, and epoxy grout
in the upper shear key (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Miller Shear Key Test Member (Miller et al. 1999)
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The mid-depth shear key was only grouted to the top of the shear key, and not all
the way to the top face of the beams. The mid-depth shear key performed much better
than the upper shear key and also transferred more load after cracking (Miller et al.
1999). An advantage of the mid-depth shear key is that the empty throat area above the
shear key can be filled with a sealant to help prevent leaking. The epoxy grout did not
fail throughout the testing, however it is noted that when the epoxy grouted beams do
fail, it is through the concrete of the beam, which could be an undesirable mode of failure
(Miller et al. 1999). Epoxy grout is also more expensive and more difficult to work with
during construction.
Huckelbridge et al. (1995) tested the relative deflection of five box beam bridges
in Ohio, in 1995. The two bridges discussed in this article (STA 30-23.02 in East
Canton, Ohio and SUM224-12.50 in Akron, Ohio) had been in service since the midseventies. The displacements were measured using relative displacement transducers.
All of the test structures showed relative displacements in some joints that would be
indicative of shear key failure (> 1 mil or 0.001 inch). It was noticed that not all of the
joints with large relative displacements showed signs of distress that are visible from the
outside. This suggests that there may be a lag time between cracking along the grout
interface and exterior crack appearance. Most of the shear keys that showed signs of
fracture still transferred a fair amount of load. The failure typically occurred along the
bond line between the grout and the box beams, and therefore there was still mechanical
friction to transfer load. It was also observed in this study that the current tie bars used
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for transverse connectivity had almost no effect on how the shear keys performed
(Huckelbridge Jr. et al. 1995).
In 2008, Drs. Nabil Grace and Elin Jensen at Lawrence Technological University
performed a transverse post-tensioning study for the Michigan Department of
Transportation (Grace and Jensen 2008). They used unbonded carbon fiber strands as the
transverse ties for adjacent box beams. The experiment included three different posttensioning diaphragm configurations: three, four and five diaphragms. It also varied the
amount of force in each tie: 20, 40 and 80 kips per strand. It was found that the use of
five post-tensioning diaphragms created the most uniform distribution of stress across the
longitudinal joints. By varying the post-tensioning forces in the ties, it was found that
when increasing the force from 20 to 40 kips, the transverse performance of the bridge
improved (Grace and Jensen 2008). However, when increasing the force from 40 to 80
kips, the increase in bridge performance was not as significant. They concluded that 40
kips is sufficient to make the bridge emulate cast-in-place concrete (Grace and Jensen
2008).
Sungki Jeong and Chung Fu at the University of Maryland collaborated with the
Maryland DOT and Maryland State Highway Administration to conduct an in-field
testing of the new 35 foot span, adjacent beam Wallace Creek Bridge (Fu and Jeong
2009).

They monitored the behavior of the bridge with a 30 kip transverse post-

tensioning force, which was Maryland’s current standard, and again with an 80 kip posttensioning force. Using the bridge data and analytical parametric studies, post-tensioning
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forces for several bridge spans were developed to limit the differential strain between
adjacent members (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Stabilizing Transverse Post-Tensioning Force to Limit Differential Strain in
Adjacent Members (Fu and Jeong 2009)
Span Length
(ft)
35
40
45
50
55

Approx. Stabilizing
TPT Force (kip)
60
70
80
80
90

Numerical Studies
South Korea is a relatively recent user of prestressed box beams. To determine
the best place for the shear key in their box beams, they used a finite element model using
four different configurations (see Figure 2.7) (Kim et al. 2008). Their shear keys are
modeled similar to the Japanese system with a partial shear key notch within the larger
shear key (see Figure 2.7). They also use cast-in-place concrete for their key filler
material.
From this study, the relative vertical displacements were found for each model.
The model without a shear key performed the worst, with relative deflections 30 – 60
percent greater than that of the mid-depth shear key. The bottom shear key had relative
deflections 4 – 6 percent greater than that of the mid-depth shear key. The mid-depth
shear key and top shear key performed very similarly. The top shear key only had
relative deflections 0.2 – 0.6 percent greater than the mid-depth shear key.
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Figure 2.7: Korean Shear Key Placement Study (Kim et al. 2008)
Badwan and Liang (2007) created a finite element model for a two span
continuous laterally post tensioned multi-beam bridge (see Figure 2.8).

The bridge

included a full depth shear key between members.

Figure 2.8: Laterally Post Tensioned Multibeam Bridge (Badwan and Liang 2007)
The model was calibrated using field measurements of flexural strain in the
bottom of the members. After analyzing the model, it was found that the effective grout
stiffness did not have an effect on the bridges response to truck loads (Badwan and Liang
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2007). It was also found that, if no cracks develop in the grouted shear keys, the removal
of post tensioning force has no noticeable effect on how the bridge distributes live loads.
Grace and Jensen at Lawrence Technological University also performed a
numerical study in addition to the experimental work discussed in the previous section
(Grace and Jensen 2008). They used the numerical model to experiment with different
diaphragm configurations and post-tensioning forces. Their objective was to determine
adequate configurations for different bridge spans, widths and member depths which
would eliminate the occurrence of cracks along the longitudinal joints. The results from
the numerical studies are shown in Figures 2.9 through 2.11. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show
the number of diaphragms recommended for 48-inch and 36-inch deep box beams
respectively. Figure 2.11 illustrates the recommended amount of post-tensioning per
diaphragm as a function of bridge width.

Figure 2.9: Minimum Number of Transverse Diaphragms for 48” Boxes (Grace and
Jensen 2008)
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Figure 2.10: Minimum Number of Transverse Diaphragms for 36” Boxes (Grace and
Jensen 2008)

Figure 2.11: Minimum TPT Force per Diaphragm (Grace and Jensen 2008)
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Published Recommendations
The following provides a summary of recommendations for dealing with
reflective cracking in longitudinal shear keys. These recommendations have been shown
to decrease the amount of cracking, but not eliminate the cracking completely.
-

Move the shear key to the neutral axis of the member (Miller et al. 1999).
Use a full depth shear key that can be grouted easily (El-Remaily et al. 1996;
Miller et al. 1999; Russell 2009).
Provide post-tensioning in the top and bottom of the beam (El-Remaily et al.
1996; Lall et al. 1998).
Transversely post-tension after grouting the keys if it will not cause moment
about the shear key (Russell 2009).
Use a grout material with high bond strength (Miller et al. 1999; Russell
2009).
Provide a target post-tensioning force developed for the individual bridge’s
span, width and member depth (Grace and Jensen 2008).

Conclusions
-

-

-

States often use a reinforced concrete overlay in order to use this bridge type
on high AADT roads; however, it has been shown through studies that the
overlay does not completely eliminate the longitudinal cracking.
Applying mid-depth post-tensioning with a top flange shear key after grouting
can lead to cracking at the top of the member along the joint.
The effects of temperature on the girders create cracks in the longitudinal
joints without any load being applied to the bridge.
Cyclic loads do not necessarily make new cracks along the joints, but they do
propagate cracks created by temperature effects.
Larger and deeper shear keys improve the ability to grout effectively and
decrease the amount of rotation about the shear key of the member, therefore
decreasing tensile opening at the top of the key.
Many failed shear keys still transfer load through friction.
Transverse tie bars do not contribute significantly to shear transfer.
Mid-depth shear keys display the best relative vertical displacement
performance in comparison to other shear key locations.
Increasing the amount of post-tensioning force and diaphragm locations will
improve the monolithic behavior of an adjacent beam bridge.
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CHAPTER THREE
ADJACENT BEAM USE AND SHEAR KEY PERFORMANCE

Introduction
Adjacent beam bridges have been used all over the nation for many years. To
learn more about how they were designed and the corresponding performance, it is
beneficial to collect information from states that have experience with the bridge type.
Henry Russell (2009) performed a nationwide survey on the use of box beams through
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). One of the difficulties
when surveying states about adjacent beam bridges is that several states may have
different names for the same section. Illinois has a section called “Precast Prestressed
Concrete Deck Beams” which are very similar to Idaho’s “Prestressed Slabs”. Thus it is
difficult to specify certain sections to ask about without losing some participants’ input.
A second survey was carried out at Clemson University to collect more
information on states that use slab beams and hollow core beams as well. This survey
used the more general term of “Adjacent beam bridges” to include the lower profile
sections. The first portion of the Clemson survey was a web survey sent out using
SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkeyTM 2010). Afterward, follow up phone calls were made
to State Bridge Engineers at DOTs of interest. This section describes the findings of the
surveys and other relevant information on the historical performance of these bridges.
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Henry Russell’s 2009 Survey
In 2009, Henry Russell performed a survey which was delivered to US and
Canadian territories’ departments of transportation. The target of this survey was to
provide better understanding of the behavior of adjacent concrete box beams and
determine the most practical and cost effective ways to reduce maintenance costs and
lengthen bridge service life (Russell 2009). Figure 3.1 shows a summary of the use of
box beam bridges across the United States.

Figure 3.1: Usage of Box Beam Bridges by State (Russell 2009)
Russell’s survey questioned each state about the design practices used when
constructing box beam bridges.

Span length, bridge skew, use of AASHTO cross

sections, overlay type, keyway configurations and transverse tie detailing were all
included in the questionnaire. The survey found that the states vary widely in design
practices with adjacent box beams. The spans the bridge type is used for range from less
than twenty feet to more than eighty feet (Russell 2009). The most popular maximum
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skew is thirty degrees, but responses ranged from zero to sixty degrees. A cast-in-place
concrete overlay is most often used, however, an asphalt overlay, with or without a
waterproofing membrane, is also popular. Seventy-three percent of the state respondents
use a partial depth keyway while the rest use full depth shear keys (Russell 2009). The
most popular types of transverse ties used are unbonded post-tensioning bars or strands.
However, bonded strand/bars and mild reinforcement are also used.
Questions on construction practices relating to the keyway were included in the
survey. Forty-five percent of the states have the keyways sandblasted before shipment to
the site. For grout material, forty percent use non-shrink grout, twenty-five percent use
mortar, and the rest use epoxy or use the concrete overlay to fill the keyways (Russell
2009). Roughly half the states fill the keyway before transverse post-tensioning and the
other half fill after the beams have been transversely post-tensioned.
The survey recorded the states’ observations of physical bridge distress. The
most common distress is longitudinal cracking along the joints with over seventy-five
percent of states reporting these cracks.

Over fifty-five percent of the states also

observed water and salt leakage though the joints. Other less common problems were
cracking and spalling of grout and concrete, visible differential movement between
adjacent boxes, and corrosion of the transverse and longitudinal ties (Russell 2009).
In the survey, the states were asked how they felt different factors in bridge
design influenced the long-term performance of the bridge. The factor that the states felt
had the most effect on the long-term performance was whether the bridge had concrete
topping or not. This response is slightly contradictory to the fact that sixty-five percent
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of the states that use concrete topping still see reflexive cracks on the wearing surface
(Russell 2009).
From the surveys, Russell found a handful of states which had little or no
observed distress on their adjacent box beam bridges. These bridges and their significant
practices are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: States with Little or No Observed Distress
State
Overlay
Massachusetts 5” thick concrete,
waterproofing membrane
and 3.5” asphalt overlay

Michigan

Composite concrete deck

Missouri

Concrete overlay with
waterproofing membrane
and asphalt overlay

New Mexico

5” thick concrete overlay

Oregon

Waterproofing membrane
and asphalt overlay on
simple spans
Composite concrete
overlay on continuous
spans

Shear Key
Full-depth keyways
grouted before posttensioning; polymermodified cementitious,
fast-setting mortar
Partial depth keyways
grouted after posttensioning; mortar
Partial depth keyways
grouted after posttensioning; nonshrink
grout
Partial depth keyways
grouted after posttensioning; mortar
12” deep partial depth
keyways grouted after
post-tensioning;
nonshrink grout

Transverse Design
Unbonded strands at
44 kips, at ends and
¼-points

Bonded bars at
104.5 kips or
82.5 kips
Nontensioned
unbonded
reinforcement
Bonded bars at 50
kips 25 feet apart
Unbonded ties at 39
kips 24 feet apart

Considering the practices listed in Table 3.1, no one practice is used by all the
states in the list. The most common practices between these states are the concrete
overlay, target post-tensioning forces and partial-depth shear keys. It should be noted
that partial depth keyways have been noted as weaker details when compared with fulldepth and more robust shear keys. This would imply that the best way to decrease signs
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of distress is to have a reinforced concrete overlay and a target post-tensioning force,
even though these practices do not completely prevent the occurrence of longitudinal
cracking.

Clemson University Survey of State DOTs
The Clemson University research group created its own web survey to send out to
all the state DOTs. The survey was created using SurveyMonkey and the link to the
survey was distributed to the DOTs of all fifty states through the South Carolina
Department of Transportation’s research group. Unlike Russell’s survey, the Clemson
survey also had a section for “Low Profile” adjacent beam bridge. This helped include
states that may not use box beams, but do use slab beams or hollow core beams. The web
survey is provided in Appendix A. After the web survey was completed, target states
were contacted by phone to collect more information. Some states that did not respond to
the web survey were contacted because of high interest or geographical similarities to
South Carolina. These states were Michigan, New York and North Carolina. Their
responses have been integrated into the results shown in Tables 3.2 through 3.4. The
follow up phone interview summaries are provided in Appendix B.
Twenty-two completed responses from different states were returned. The types
of adjacent bridges used by the responding states are shown in Table 3.2. Comparing this
list to Figure 3.1 from Russell’s survey, Alabama, Mississippi and Washington are added
since they only use “Low Profile” box beams. Maine, who reported using box beams in
Russell’s survey, says they only use “Low Profile” in the Clemson survey. Pennsylvania
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and Tennessee both said they used box beams in Russell’s survey, but note in the
Clemson survey that they use neither. Utah stated in the Russell survey that they did not
use box beams, but in the Clemson survey they reported that they do. This may be due to
a misunderstanding of the Clemson web survey, or a change in DOT practices since
Russell conducted his survey. After conducting the Clemson survey, it was discovered
that Tennessee and Pennsylvania had both recently discontinued their use of adjacent
beam bridges.
Table 3.2: State Usage of Adjacent Beam Bridges
Type Used
Low Profile

High Profile
Both

Neither

States
Alabama
Maine
Mississippi
Washington
Indiana
California
Illinois
Massachusetts
Michigan
Missouri
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Florida
Kansas
Montana
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
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Many of the responses gathered indicated that less than 20 percent of the states’
bridges experience longitudinal reflective cracking. Only one state, Ohio, selected the
highest cracking category on the survey, indicating that 81-100 percent of their adjacent
beam bridges experience this cracking. Most states did indicate that they were very
concerned with these cracks, leading to the assumption that they are aware of them and
have been putting forth some effort to try and prevent them. Since this problem is widely
believed to be established by the shear key detail, the shear key responses and posttensioning responses are included in Table 3.3 along with the reported percentage range
of bridges that experience this longitudinal cracking. Table 3.4 shows the states and their
maximum AADT allowance for their adjacent beam bridges and the required overlay.
Table 3.4 focuses on the high AADT requirements for each state. If a state has a different
requirement for a lower AADT, only the high AADT overlay requirements are shown.
An AADT maximum is shown if the state does not have an overlay standard for higher
AADT roads and therefore does not use this bridge type on high AADT roads.
By studying Tables 3.3 and 3.4, correlations can be drawn concerning the
relationship between the section detail and the amount of longitudinal reflective cracking
that occurs. It seems that the choice to grout the shear key before or after post tensioning
does not have a significant effect on the amount of cracking observed. In general, it
seems that when a reinforced concrete overlay is required, less than twenty percent of the
bridges show longitudinal cracking. All of the states that have a target post-tensioning
force observe less than twenty percent bridges cracked, except Virginia, which is the only
state in this group that does not require a concrete overlay or have an AADT restriction.
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This shows that the use of a reinforced concrete overlay and a target post-tensioning force
together would greatly reduce the frequency of longitudinal cracking at the joints.
Massachusetts, Ohio and Utah have cracking percentages above forty.
Massachusetts noted on their survey that they had just recently adopted the requirement
for a reinforced concrete overlay and full depth shear keys.

Thus, the cracking

percentages given in their survey response corresponds with the older bridges that did not
have the full depth shear key and reinforced concrete overlay. With this information, it
can be concluded that the states with the most cracking did not have a large shear key, a
reinforced concrete overlay or a target post-tensioning force.
Table 3.3: Reflective Cracking Survey Responses
Shear Key

State
Alabama
California
Illinois*
Indiana
Maine
Mass.*
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
New Mexico
New York
NC

Bridges with
Longitudinal
Cracking
(%)
0-20
0-20
21-40
No Reply
No Reply
41-60
21-40
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20

Depth
Partial
Partial
Partial
No Reply
Full
Full
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Full
Partial

Location
Top Face
Centroid
Top Face
No Reply
Full
Full
Top Face
Top Face
Top Face
Top Face
Full
Top Face

Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington*

81-100
0-20
0-20
41-60
21-40
0-20

Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial
Both
Partial

Top Face
Top Face
Centroid
Top Face
Top Face
Top Face

Post Tensioning

Grout
CIP Concrete
Non-shrink
Non-shrink
No Reply
Non-shrink
Epoxy
Non-shrink
Non-shrink
Non-shrink
Non-shrink
Non-shrink
Non-shrink

Before or
After
Grouting
Key
Before
After
Before
No Reply
No Reply
After
After
After
After
Before
After
Before

Strands
or Rods
Rods
Both
Rods
No Reply
Strands
Strands
Strands
Rods
Rods
Rods
Strands
Strands

Non-shrink
Non-shrink
CIP Concrete
Non-shrink
Non-shrink
CIP Concrete

After
No Reply
After
Before
Before
Before

Rods
Rods
Both
Both
Both
Strands

* Shear key and post-tensioning properties reflect a recent major change in section
standards.
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Target
PT
Force
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 3.4: AADT Restrictions and Overlay Requirements
State
Alabama
California
Illinois
Indiana
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington

Maximum AADT for
Use
None
None
None
None
No Reply
None
None
≤ 1500
None
None
None
None
≤ 1500
None
None
> 10,000
None
None

Overlay Requirements
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Asphalt w/ waterproofing
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
None
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Asphalt w/ waterproofing
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Concrete
Asphalt w/ waterproofing
Asphalt w/ waterproofing
Reinforced Concrete

In this survey, it was asked if the longitudinal cracking was a major concern to the
DOTs. From the responses it was seen that most northern states with harsh winters are
more concerned than southern states that do not have as extreme cold temperatures. The
northern states use deicing salts much more frequently and the longitudinal cracking can
lead to ingress of these waterborne salts into the joints and voids (Figure 3.2). This in
turn corrodes the transverse ties and longitudinal prestressing strands which could
severely diminish the bridges ability to support live load. In southern states, deicing salts
are used very rarely and DOTs are less concerned with cracks allowing the entry of
corrosive material.
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Figure 3.2: Leakage though Failed Shear Key (Russell 2009)

Pennsylvania Lakeview Drive Bridge Collapse
In some rare cases, adjacent box bridges have collapsed catastrophically due to
the breakdown of the shear key and infiltration of water into the voids. Such a case is
seen in the collapse of SR 1014 over I-70 (Lakeview Drive Bridge) in Pennsylvania. The
bridge was a non-composite prestressed concrete adjacent box beam bridge. The fascia
beam collapsed onto the I-70 eastbound lane at approximately 6 pm on December 27,
2005 (see Figure 3.3) (Scott 2006). There were no serious injuries reported.
The bridge had an asphalt overlay with no waterproofing membrane. The box
beams were connected with 1” steel tie rods and used non-shrink grout in the shear keys.
Since the bridge was forty-five years old, the steel reinforcement standards were outdated
and not designed to address the problem of strand corrosion in high saline environments
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(Scott 2006). The bridge was also built using cardboard forms for the voids which have
since been discovered to clog drain holes and lead to a buildup of water in the voids. The
shear key details used at the time were very small partial depth keys at the top face of the
beam.

Figure 3.3: Lakeview Drive Collapse (Scott 2006)
After investigation, it was determined that the failure of the shear key in the fascia
beam led to water entering the void of the beam though the transverse tie opening. This
water contained deicing salts which accelerated the corrosion of the strands. The fascia
beam had also been impacted by a truck that did not have enough clearance to go under
the member. Thus, several strands were exposed to the air and maintenance was never
performed to repair the damage (Scott 2006). Additionally, since the shear key had
completely degraded, the beam could not share any load with the adjacent beam and
eventually failed.
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Even though this failure was most likely caused by inadequate routine
maintenance and the bridge was nearing the end of its designed lifespan, this collapse led
Pennsylvania to discontinue the construction of any adjacent beam bridges and begin
plans to replace all the current adjacent beam bridges on their system. This seems to be a
rather excessive response to the collapse since many adjacent beam bridges with proper
maintenance are known to perform well and current details are much better at preventing
corrosion and shear key failure. However, this example shows how important it is that
the shear key performs well and the detrimental effect of a highly corrosive environment.

Comparisons and Conclusions
When comparing the 2009 survey performed by Henry Russell and the survey
conducted by Clemson University, it can be concluded that the best performing adjacent
beam bridges require a reinforced concrete overlay and a target post-tensioning force.
Many states have attempted to improve their adjacent beam bridges by implementing one
or more of these practices:
-

Making the shear key full-depth and wider
Requiring a reinforced concrete overlay on members
Requiring a waterproofing membrane beneath asphalt overlays
Requiring or increasing the target post-tensioning stress between members
The implementation of reinforced concrete and asphalt overlays has been used for

some time now. Thus, there is an abundance of historical data on bridges with these
systems and their corresponding performance. According to these surveys, the use of
waterproofing membranes below asphalt overlays has not been a successful means of
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preventing water ingress. Most of these membranes fail because of differential member
movement, improper application, or in one case, the failure of the contractor to apply the
membrane at all (Russell 2009). It can be seen that the reinforced concrete overlay is the
more successful means of reducing cracks and water leakage. However, it is also known
that the reinforced concrete overlay is not foolproof in preventing cracks. The overlay
does not successfully distribute the live load enough to stop the differential movement of
adjacent members, which in turn leads to the cracking of the shear key and the overlay
itself. It can be said that the concrete overlay possibly helps prolong the time before the
longitudinal cracks appear and water is allowed to infiltrate the member, and therefore
increases the service life of the bridge.
The requirement of using a target post-tensioning stress in these bridges has been
used by relatively few states up until this past year. The states that have implemented
this requirement seem to have had success in reducing the physical distress of their
bridges. However, these two surveys show how the different states do not seem to agree
on the best force to achieve a nice balance between performance and economy. While
conducting the follow up phone interviews during the Clemson University survey, it was
discovered that Ohio and Michigan both have research underway at local universities to
determine the best amount of post-tensioning to use on their adjacent beam bridges. This
shows that these state DOTs have noticed the effectiveness of requiring a post-tensioning
force and are spending resources to perfect their post-tensioning standards. When these
research papers are presented in the next few years, it would be beneficial for other states
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to study them and adopt the recommended practices if they would like to improve the
performance of their adjacent beam bridges.
Increasing the shear key width and depth has been tried by Texas, New York and
Massachusetts. New York switched to this standard during the 90’s and saw a marked
improvement in reflective cracking (see Figure 2.6). However, the change to a full-depth
shear key was implemented at the same time as the switch to requiring a reinforced
overlay and a target post-tensioning force. Therefore, it is difficult to determine if the
full-depth shear key was a large factor in the crack reduction. This is also the situation in
Massachusetts, though their change in standards happened within the past ten years and
the corresponding performance change has yet to be seen. Texas’ robust shear key detail
(see Figure 3.4) is different in the fact that if the bridge has a reinforced concrete overlay,
post-tensioning is not required. So far, Texas has had good performance from these
bridges. This suggests that if a better shear key detail is used together with a concrete
overlay, a target post-tensioning force may not be necessary.

Figure 3.4: Texas Box Beam Section (TxDOT 2010)
Due to the diversity of shear key details used by states and the differences in
bridge performance, it is desirable to know how shear key performance, road volume and
the environment affect an adjacent beam bridge’s lifespan. The fatigue study in Chapter
4 provides this information and determines the importance of a well-designed shear key.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FATIGUE STUDY

Introduction
The South Carolina Department of Transportation is focused on finding a fast and
cost efficient short span solution which can be used on major highways as well as local
roads. A fatigue study was performed to determine how well their current hollow core
bridges would perform on a major highway. A Matlab code was developed to implement
Latin Hypercube sampling along with Monte Carlo simulations for assessing the
performance of this bridge section in response to truck loads through its fifty year
lifespan (see Appendix C) (Matlab® 2009). The model used the section’s geometrical
and material properties, AADT, corrosion environment and shear key degradation
assumptions as major parameters. It was created to model the life of a fifty-foot span
bridge, which is slightly longer than the targeted span of this research which is forty feet.
The program only tracks the damage to a single beam in the bridge as it does not model
the full bridge system.

Geometrical and Material Parameters
Using the South Carolina bridge standards for a fifty-foot span hollow core bridge
section, the geometrical and material parameters were determined. The prestressing
strands used in these sections are ½” 7-wire low relaxation strands. Only the 18 strands
below center of gravity of the section are taken into account in this model. The random
variables used in the program are listed in Table 4.1. All of the nominal values have been
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taken from the Suck Creek Bridge drawings provided by the South Carolina Department
of Transportation (see Figure 4.1) (SCDOT 2009). The references for the mean and

Figure 4.1: Fifty-foot Span Hollow Core Section (SCDOT 2009)
coefficient of variation values are noted in the Table 4.1. In the formula for the mean
value of concrete compressive strength, the Zh value is set to 1.0 if the section is greater
than 17.7 inches high (Bartlett and MacGregor 1996). The South Carolina hollow core
section is greater than 17.7 inches high, so during these fatigue studies, this value was
always set to 1.0. The nonrandom geometric and material variables are listed in Table
4.2. The nonrandom variables were treated as such for calculation simplicity. The bridge
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span variability would be very small and its impact on the moment would be
insignificant. Making the void diameter random would have made the cracked section
analysis much more complex and would have slowed the speed of the program
significantly.
Table 4.1: Random Geometric and Material Variables

Variable
Beam
Width, b

Beam
Depth, d

Initial
Diameter of
Prestress
Wire, Dps
Weight of
Concrete, W

Compressive
Strength of
Concrete, f’c
Eccentricity
of Prestress
Steel, e

Nominal
Design
Value

Coefficient of
Variation

Mean Value

1
5
36 +
4
32





Distribution

36 inches

36 +  [inches]

21 inches

21 [inches]

1
4(21)

Normal

0.16682
inches

0.16682 [inches]

0.0125

Lognormal

150 lb/ft3

150 [lb/ft3]

0.10

Normal

6 ksi

0.96[1.205 +
0.108ℎ ]6 [ksi]

0.15

Lognormal

8 inches

8 +  [inches]

11
1
8+
32
8





Normal

Normal

Reference
(Al-Harthy
and
Frangopol
1994)
(Al-Harthy
and
Frangopol
1994)
(Al-Harthy
and
Frangopol
1994)
(Al-Harthy
and
Frangopol
1994)
(Bartlett and
MacGregor
1996)
(Al-Harthy
and
Frangopol
1994)

All of the random variables are simulated using the Latin-Hypercube sampling
technique (Iman 1980).

This technique breaks the cumulative distribution function

(CDF) values (zero to one) into a set number of equal intervals. The amount of equal
intervals is determined by the number of simulations being performed.
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A uniform

distribution is used to pick a random point inside each of these intervals. These points
are then used to back-calculate the representative variable values with the CDF. This
method helps make sure that sampling occurs across the entire probability distribution –
especially when only a relatively small number of simulations are being used.
Table 4.2: Nonrandom Geometric and Material Variables (SCDOT 2009)
Variable
Bridge Span, L
Ultimate Prestress Force, fpu
Void Diameter, dv
Void Radius, rv

Value
50 feet
270 ksi
12 inches
6 inches

Using these variables, various section properties are calculated. The uncracked
gross area (Equation 4.1), elastic section modulus (Equation 4.2), and moment of inertia
(Equation 4.3) are found. The variables b and d are the width and depth of the beam
respectively.
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The moment imposed on the section due to the weight of the concrete is found in
Equation 4.4 where WS is the weight of the section in lb/ft and L is the bridge span in feet.
/$ =

01 (2∗)%


(4.4)

The modular ratio of the prestressing steel to the concrete, n, is found for use in
cracked section analysis (Equation 4.5).

Es is the modulus of elasticity for the
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prestressing steel, W is the weight of the member in lb/ft3 and fc’ is the concrete
compressive strength in psi.
4=

56
7.8
0 9:; ′

(4.5)

The uncracked elastic section modulus with respect to the steel centroid is also
calculated where e is the distance from the centroid of the section to the center of gravity
of the prestressing steel (Equation 4.6).
"< =

=>?

(4.6)

@

Prestress Loss
The prestress loss model used in this program was taken from Prestressed
Concrete Design by Nawy (2000). The elastic shortening, creep and shrinkage prestress
losses are assumed non-time-dependent in this model and are applied immediately. The
elastic shortening, Les, and creep, Lc, losses are determined using the initial concrete
stress at the center of gravity of the prestressing strands (Equation 4.7) (Nawy 2000). Dps
and fpu are the diameter and ultimate stress of the prestress wires respectively.
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(4.8)
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(4.9)

The shrinkage loss, Ls, is calculated using the formula below (Equation 4.10)
S< = 8.2U10

& (1.0)V
< I1
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W.W&M

− #X$>L (100 − 75)

(4.10)

The relaxation loss was assumed to be time-dependent, and its value is
recalculated for each year in the bridge’s life. The formula below is used to calculate the
relaxation loss where tc is the bridge’s age in hours (Equation 4.11) and fpi is the initial
prestress of the strands (Equation 4.12). The calculation for initial prestress assumes an
immediate drop in prestress of 20% (Nawy 2000).
S, = AGC

:K]
YZ7[ (\; )
−
W
:K^ ∗WWW∗W._

0.55

AGC = 0.75 ∗ AGH ∗ (1 − 0.2)

(4.11)
(4.12)

Corrosion Models
For this program, a simple model of loss of prestressing wire diameter was used
to represent time-dependent corrosion. In a paper dealing with the probabilistic modeling
of prestressed bridge members by Akgül and Frangopol (2004), it is suggested that the
simplest way to model prestressed strand corrosion is to use a model for mild steel
reinforcement and decrease the rate of corrosion by 25 percent (Akgul and Frangopol
2004). In this program, each wire in the eighteen seven-wire strands is conservatively
treated as an individual piece of reinforcement. Each wire loses diameter at the same rate
and starts corroding at the same initiation time. All but three of the strands are the same
distance from the face of the concrete, thus, for simplification, no differences in corrosion
initiation time between strands are considered.
A mild reinforcing corrosion model from Enright and Frangopol (1998) is used in
this modeling. The time dependent diameter of the prestressed wire is expressed by the
equations below (Equation 4.13) where t is the age of the bridge in years, T1 is the
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corrosion initiation time in years, and rcorr is the rate of corrosion in inches per year
(Enright and Frangopol 1998).
Dpw(t) =

(4.13)

Dps

for

t/8760 ≤ T1

Dps – rcorr(t/8760 – T1)

for

T1 < t/8760 < T1 + Dps/rcorr

0

for

t/8760 ≥ T1 + Dps/rcorr

Enright and Frangopol (1998) proposed three different corrosion environments
based on data collected from previous studies. They suggest corrosion initiation times
and rates of corrosion for a low, medium and high corrosive environments.

The

corrosion initiation time is the amount of time that passes before corrosion of the steel
reinforcement begins. The corrosion rate determines the amount of diameter that is lost
per year after the corrosion initiation time has passed. The suggested parameters are
shown in Table 4.3. Lognormal distributions are used to model the corrosion rate and
initiation times. These random variables were also incorporated in the simulations using
the Latin-Hypercube sampling technique discussed earlier.
Table 4.3: Suggested Corrosion Parameters (Enright and Frangopol 1998)
Case
Low
Medium
High

Corrosion rate, rcorr
µ [mil/yr]
COV
0.5
0.1
3.0
0.3
10.0
0.5
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Corrosion initiation time, T1
µ [years]
COV
25
0.2
10
0.6
5
0.9

Personal communication with Dr. Prasad Rangaraju helped define what kinds of
conditions define low, medium and high corrosive environments (Rangaraju 2010):
-

Low corrosion: almost no deicing salt use, not near salt water
Medium corrosion: moderate deicing salt use, near salt water without direct spray
High corrosion: heavy deicing salt use, direct salt water spray
Due to South Carolina’s mild climate, the only places that highly corrosive

environments occur in the state are along the coast line. Due to the small portion roads in
highly corrosive environments, only the low and medium options will be considered in
this study. Table 4.4 shows the modified table used in the program, including the 25
percent decrease in corrosion rate discussed earlier.
Table 4.4: Program Corrosion Parameters
Case
Low
Medium

Corrosion rate, rcorr
µ [mil/yr]
COV
0.375
0.1
2.25
0.3

Corrosion initiation time, T1
µ [years]
COV
25
0.2
10
0.6

For this degradation to affect the model, it is assumed that as the prestress steel
area decreases, an increase in strain results in the strands. This would decrease the
amount of prestress force exerted on the member.

Therefore, every time the steel

decreased area, a new prestress force, P, was calculated using Equation 4.14, where pl
represents the total prestress loss at the time. Aps is determined by multiplying the
diameter of the prestressing wire, Dps by the number of wires in a strand and the number
of strands in the section.
` = G< a0.75AGH − bcd
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(4.14)

To help speed up the program, the area of prestress steel is only updated after
every year the bridge ages. The degradation in prestressing steel area in the low and
medium corrosive environments is so small that the change in area over a year is not
significant.

Shear Key Degradation Model
No information in past literature could be found on possible models of shear keys
failing over time. Such a model would likely correspond with the number of load cycles
the bridge had been subject to. Miller et al. (1999) performed experimental testing on
adjacent box beams by loading different shear key configurations to one million cycles.
In this research the beam under the load generally took below one third of the total load,
even with visible cracks at the shear key locations (Miller et al. 1999). However, in a
fifty year lifespan, a bridge could see up to 100 million heavy truck load cycles,
depending on the average annual daily traffic (AADT) of the road.
Since no viable data exists to model the degradation of load sharing as load cycles
increase, five scenarios were created to cover different shear key degradation
possibilities. The upper bound scenario is if the shear key stays intact for its entire
lifespan and therefore the member under the load takes one third of the total load every
time. The lower bound scenario is if the bridge was built without shear keys or the keys
failed immediately. Thus, the member under the load would take the whole load for its
entire lifespan. The other three scenarios are varying degrees of linear degradation from
full load sharing to no load sharing. The first one has the member under the load taking
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one third at cycle zero, then the fraction of load taken increases linearly until the bridge
has undergone 20 million cycles, at which it begins taking the full load. The other two
are similar, but the linear increase in load taken reaches full load at 35 million and 50
million cycles respectively.

Figure 4.2 graphically shows the considered shear key

Fraction of Load Taken by Member Under
Load

degradation scenarios of this study.
1.2
1
Model 1: Upper Bound

0.8

Model 2: Linear
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Figure 4.2: Shear Key Degradation Models

Truck Loading
The truck loads placed on the bridge are simplified into one truck configuration.
This configuration is a three axle truck with fourteen-foot spacing between the axels. It is
assumed that all trucks traveling in one direction are all in the same lane, and cross the
bridge with one wheel line directly on top of the member of focus. The other wheel line
of the trucks is assumed not to place any load on the member of focus. Also, trucks
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traveling in adjacent lanes are not taken into consideration in the loading of the member
of focus
The program uses inputs of AADT and estimated percent heavy trucks to
determine the average number of heavy trucks crossing the bridge in one hour. The study
performed analyses for five different AADT counts: 3000, 7500, 12500, 25000 and
50000 AADT. Ten percent of the total traffic was assumed to be trucks which serves as a
conservative estimate for all cases. After determining the average number of trucks
crossing the bridge in one hour, an exponential distribution is used to create random
inter-arrival times using one divided by the average trucks per hour as the distribution
parameter.
The weights of the trucks are randomly generated using a lognormal distribution
for the steering axle and a Weibull extreme smallest distribution for the tractor load. The
Weibull distribution was chosen for the trailer load due to the ability to specify a
minimum truck weight. Figure 4.3 shows a layout of the truck load configuration. Pt1 is
the steering axle load and Pt2 is the tractor load. Note that the program is only interested
in the load of one wheel line. Therefore, the numbers used for these loads represent onehalf of the actual total loads of the steering axle and trailer. The parameters for these
loads are described in Table 4.5. The development of these parameters came from two
papers which discuss statistical Weigh-in-Motion data on major highways in Tampa,
Florida and Detroit, Michigan (Kim et al. 1996; Wang et al. 2005).
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Figure 4.3: Truck Load Configuration
Table 4.5: Truck Load Distribution Parameters
Steering Axle Load,
Pt1

Trailer Load, Pt2

Lognormal Distribution
Mean
5 kips
COV
0.12
Weibull Extreme Smallest Distribution
Mean
28 kips
Lower bound (w)
12 kips
COV
0.20

The steering axle load and trailer load random variables are generated only using
the Matlab built-in random number generation functions which is a crude sampling
technique. They do not utilize the Latin Hypercube sampling technique because, in the
course of one simulation, over 50 million of these numbers will be generated. Therefore,
there is not a concern about having enough simulated values to cover the entire range of
possibilities. The Weibull distribution uses three parameters: the lower bound, w, the
scale parameter, u, and the shape parameter, k. Using the mean, standard deviation, and
lower bound listed in Table 4.5, Equations 4.15 and 4.16 are used to solve for the scale
parameter and shape parameter, where Γ(k) represents the gamma function. The program
uses a converging loop to solve for these values.
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AASHTO recommends using a 15 percent increase in live load as an impact
factor when calculating stresses (AASHTO 2007; Barker and Puckett 2007). In this
program, a uniform distribution from 10 to 20 percent is used to create random impact
factor values. Each truck has its own randomly generated impact factor for amplifying
the live load. Making the impact factor a random variable helps include the different
speeds the trucks may be traveling into the program.
The steering axle load and trailer load are used in Equation 4.17 to determine the
live load moment induced on the bridge for each truck. Equation 4.17 is an empirical
equation derived by influence lines to determine the maximum load place on a fifty-foot
span by the chosen truck configuration of three axles spaced at fourteen feet on center.
The variables Pt1 and Pt2 are in units of kips and L is in units of feet. This calculated live
moment is then modified using the shear key degradation models before being used to
find stresses in the section.
/2 =

q.(2(rs7 XW.q.&rs% ) ..(rs7 XW.._rs% ))
2

(4.17)

Uncracked and Cracked Section Analyses
Cracked and uncracked section analyses are performed in accordance with the
procedures laid out in the Precast Concrete Institute Handbook (Martin et al. 2004).
These procedures are used in this program to determine the maximum compressive stress
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at the top of the section and the change in stress in the prestress steel, which are used to
determine the damage index imposed by each truck. First, the compressive stress at the
top of the section due to the beam’s own weight is calculated since this will be constant
throughout the life of the bridge (Equation 4.18) (Martin et al. 2004).
A\J = `
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Next, to determine which trucks crack the bridge and which do not, the cracking
moment is calculated (Equation 4.19) (Martin et al. 2004).
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(4.19)

The combined moment of dead and live loads for each truck is calculated and
compared against the cracking moment. If the applied moment is less than the cracking
moment, the required stress calculations are rather simple (Equations 4.20 and 4.21)
(Martin et al. 2004).
A\2 = A\J +
uA#2 =

Pt
N

Pt
N6

(4.20)
(4.21)

If the applied moment is greater than the cracking moment, the neutral axis must
be solved for in order to find the stresses. In a prestressed concrete section, determining
the location of the neutral axis is an iterative procedure. In order to determine the neutral
axis of the hollow core section, it is required to know the area, centroid location and
moment of inertia of any portion of the voids that are included in the compression block.
Due to the complexity of the problem, an Excel spread sheet was used to determine the
area, centroid location, and moment of inertia of the voids for various values of the
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compression block depth, c. To minimize the amount of calculations required in the
program and save processing time, various power trend lines were fit to the data
calculated in the excel spreadsheet. The resulting equations are displayed below. In
these equations, it is assumed that the top of the void is exactly four and one half inches
from the top of the section.

Therefore, the thickness of the void included in the

compression block (t) is c subtracted by four and one half inches (Equation 4.22). The
distance to the neutral axis of the void portion is measured from the top of the section.
v = w − 4.5

(4.22)

If t ≤ 0”
!ZC$ = 0

xyz!ZC$ = 0
*!ZC$ = 0

If 0” < t <12”
!ZC$ = [−0.000638v  + 0.011489v  + 0.038572v − 0.00716] ∗ 
xyz!ZC$ = −0.011v  + 0.658v + 4.491

*!ZC$ = −0.115v . + 3.204v  − 17.28v  + 34.15v − 15.9

If t ≥ 12”
!ZC$ = 



xyz!ZC$ = 10.5"
*!ZC$ =
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Using the resulting properties for the voids, the transformed section properties can
be calculated using the following equations:
Transformed area of steel:
\G< = 4 ∗ G<

(4.23)

Total transformed section area:
\ = \G< +  ∗ w − 2 ∗ !ZC$

(4.24)

Transformed section neutral axis:
x\ =

#B∗B| M(}]Q ∗~(}]Q XMsK6 ∗(W.X@)
Ms

(4.25)

Transformed moment of inertia:
*\ =

w 
w 
+ w Ix\ − L + \G< (10.5 +  − x\ ) − 2*!ZC$ − 2!ZC$ (x\ − xyz!ZC$ )
12
2

(4.26)
Internal Moment:
/Cy\ = /Y + /$ − `(10.5 +  − x\ )

(4.27)

Compressive stress imposed by prestress force
`\ = `|
\

(4.28)

Tensile stress at bottom of compression block imposed by internal moment
/*~ =

P]s
s
;s

(4.29)

The program starts with an upper and lower bound for the depth of the stress
block, usually the top and bottom of the section, then calculates the above properties for
both positions.

Using the numerical bisection method, the program uses a loop to

converge to a value of c where the compressive stress imposed by the prestress force and
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the tensile stress imposed by the internal moment create a net stress of zero at the bottom
of the compression block.

After the correct compression block depth is found, its

properties are used to determine the maximum compressive stress at the top of the stress
block and the change in stress of the prestress steel (Equations 4.30 and 4.31) (Martin et
al. 2004).
A\2 =

r
Ms

uA#2 = E

+

P]s

(4.30)
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(4.31)

Damage Index
The model has three different possible methods of failure: fatigue of concrete in
compression, fatigue of prestressing steel, and crushing failure of concrete. The fatigue
analysis method used was a traditional S – N curve analysis along with the PalgremMiner linear damage hypothesis (Crespo-Minguillon and Casas 1998). Using the S – N
curve equations for the prestressing steel and concrete, the number of cycles to failure (N)
is found for each individual truck load. A damage index inflicted by the individual trucks
is calculated by dividing one by the number of cycles to failure (1/N).

When the

cumulative damage index value exceeds a set damage of Miner value, the component is
considered failed (Equation 4.32). The most common damage of Miner value is one and
will be used for DM in Equation 4.32 (Crespo-Minguillon and Casas 1998).


 = / − ∑C 
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]

(4.32)

The inflicted damage index for concrete in compression is found using an S – N
type curve equation developed by Tepfers and Kutti (1979), shown below (Equation
4.33). fcmax and fcmin are the maximum and minimum compressive stresses acting at the
top of the member.
:;
:; ′

:]

= 1 − 0.0685 I1 − :; L logW 
;

(4.33)

Breaking up the equation in to two separate equations, substituting the variables
used in this program, and solving for N produces:
=



W.W& 

(4.34)
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(4.35)

The damage index for one truck exerting compressive force on the concrete is
then calculated using the equation below. Summing the damage indices for each truck
determines whether the concrete fatigued in compression during the bridge’s life.


B =  =



st
∗
W ∗W ; ′

(4.36)

The inflicted damage index for the prestressing steel is found using an S – N
curve studied by Paulson and Frank (1987). By analyzing a large amount of historical
data, they developed the S – N relationship shown in Equation 4.37, where Sr is the stress
range (Paulson Jr. and Frank 1987). They also determined that the minimum stress in the
steel had no influence on the fatigue life of the prestressing strand and therefore was not
included in the relationship (Paulson Jr. and Frank 1987).
c = 11.0 − 3.5c",
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(4.37)

Substituting the variables used in this program and solving for N produces:
 = 10 uA#2

.

(4.38)

Calculating for the damage index is shown below.


< =  =



W77 :t ).8

(4.39)

Challenges
Due to the amount of numbers present in this model, running the simulations
posed major concerns with computing resources and time management. Originally it was
planned to create a fully vectorized Matlab program to handle the calculations. This
meant that the program would contain no large loops and use Matlab’s element-byelement vector calculation ability. In the past, the vectorized approach has been much
more time efficient than using program loops. The vector operations are also much easier
to code and manipulate. However, when attempting to create an array that contained all
the truck loads for all fifty years of the bridge’s life, the vector ended up containing over
100 million values.

This maxed out the amount of computer memory allowed for

Matlab’s use. Therefore, it was decided to analyze the truck loads and member stresses
one year at a time. A smaller array was created to contain data for the all the trucks that
crossed the bridge in one year and the damage indices were calculated and summed at the
end of that year. If the bridge had failed, the data was recorded and the simulation was
stopped. If the bridge had not failed in that year, the cumulative damage indexes were
stored and a new year of random truck loads was generated to add to the previous year.
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This solved the issue of using too much memory and ended up being about the same
speed as a fully vectorized script.
The implementation of the cracked section analysis slowed the program down
greatly. The fact that the program had to go through an iterative converging analysis for
each truck that cracked the section increased the run time of the program from 3 – 4 days
to 60 – 80 days on one computer. Due to time constraints on the project, this sort of run
time was unacceptable. It was suggested that multiple computers be reserved for running
these simulations. If this method was to be used, the random variables created with the
Latin Hypercube method would need to be created separately and distributed to each
computer running the simulations. To create a separate script, a set number of simulations
were needed. Using preliminary data from simulations which did not use the Latin
Hypercube sampling technique, it was found that the probability of failure converged
around 10,000 simulations (see Figure 4.4).

Therefore, it was decided that 10,000

simulations would be sufficient to produce a reliable probability of failure using Latin
Hypercube sampling. A separate script was created to generate the geometrical, material
and corrosion properties of 10,000 bridges. This script saved this information to an Excel
file and a text file. The program was then modified so it would pull bridge information
from the text file and then analyze the fatigue. In this way, the text file and fatigue
program could be distributed to multiple machines to divide and conquer the 10,000
simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Probability of Failure Convergence Chart
Before computers were reserved for the program’s use, it was suggested by
members of Clemson’s Computing and Information Technology center that the Condor
system be used. The Condor system is a high throughput computing program used to
help deliver large amounts of processing capacity over long periods of time (Condor®
2010). Condor was created in the Computer Sciences Department at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison and many universities have adopted the program for use on their
own networks. Condor uses all the idle processors on a large network, such as that at a
university, to run research calculations.

After installing the condor system on one

computer that is connected to the network, several jobs can be queued, and condor will
find idle computers in labs all over campus to run them and return the output to the
controlling computer. Using this system and the text file that had already been created
for use on multiple computers, it was possible to send out 1,000 processes that would
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each run ten simulations of the full 10,000 simulations. This made it possible to finish
10,000 simulations in a matter of hours instead of days and weeks.

Pseudocode
The simulation generation program creates the Latin Hypercube values which are
used in the fatigue study program. Figure 4.5 illustrates the code logic used to create the
simulation values.
Generate 10,000 LH variables:
Beam geometrical properties
- Initial Diameter of prestress wires
(lognormal)
- Beam Width (normal)
- Beam Depth (normal)
Beam material properties
- Compressive strength of concrete
(lognormal)
- Weight of concrete (normal)
- Prestress steel eccentricity
(normal)
Beam corrosion properties
- Corrosion Initiation Time
(lognormal)
- Rate of corrosion (lognormal)

Calculate:
Uncracked section properties
- Gross Area of Section
- Elastic Section Modulus
- Moment of Inertia

- Dead Load Moment
- Modular Ratio
- Section modulus with respect to
cg of steel
- Concrete stress at cg of strands
Static prestress losses
- Elastic Shortening Loss
- Creep Loss
- Shrinkage Loss

Save created data
to an excel and text
file

Figure 4.5: Flowchart for Simulation Generation Program
The fatigue study program takes the simulation data created in the simulation
generation program and uses it to determine the probability of failure for each set of
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bridge data. Figure 4.6 illustrates the code logic used to complete the fatigue study. For
the full Matlab code for both these programs, see Appendix C.
Import physical, material and
corrosion data from text file
Determine range of simulations to process.
Calculate truck load parameters and number of
trucks per hour
Generate times and truck
loads for approximately one
year

Calculate:
- Remaining strand area and prestress force
- Dead load stress at top of member
- Cracking moment
- Live load moment due to each truck
- Amount of moment on member under
load (shear key model and impact factor)
- Perform uncracked or cracked analysis
for each truck and determine stresses

False

False

Check if:
Any DI ≥ 1 or
fc’ is exceeded

Calculate cumulative damage
index for steel and concrete for
the whole year

Check if:
Time ≥ 50
years

True
True
Stop Simulations
Export:
- Damage indices
- If fc’ was exceeded
- When simulations stopped (years)

Determine at what time the
member failed (years)

Figure 4.6: Flowchart for Fatigue Study Program
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Results
The results for probability of failure, reliability and average simulated lifespan are
shown in Table 4.6. The average simulated lifespan for the bridges is based on the time
of failure of each bridge, but the value of the simulated lifespan cannot be greater than
fifty years due to processing time limitations. Therefore, the average simulated lifespans
of cases that have less than 85% failure are considered to be very conservative.
Table 4.6 shows that the most common form of failure was steel fatigue. In
preliminary testing of this program, when the steel corrosion model and cracked section
analysis had not been implemented, the primary form of failure was concrete fatigue and
crushing. With the addition of the steel corrosion model and cracked section analysis, the
stress in the steel increased and the compressive force on the concrete decreased. Also
noted in Table 4.6 is the fact that no crushing failures occurred during any of the
simulations. This is reasonable since the bridge members should have been designed to
have the prestressing strands fail in yielding before the concrete failed in crushing, which
is an undesirable instantaneous failure.
Table 4.6: Simulation Results Summary
AADT

3000

ADTT

Corrosion
Environment

Shear
Key
Model
1
2

Concrete
Fatigue
Failures
0
0

Steel
Fatigue
Failures
0
0

Concrete
Crushing
Failures
0
0

Probability
of Failure
0
0

Reliability
(β)
-

Average
Lifespan
(years)*
50
50

Low

3
4

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

50
50

5
1

6
0

408
8131

0
0

0.0414
0.8131

1.73
-0.89

49.97
40.08

2
3

0
0

8746
8889

0
0

0.8746
0.8889

-1.15
-1.22

38.71
38.12

4
5

0
6

9301
9960

0
0

0.9301
0.9966

-1.48
-2.71

36.69
21.9

300

Medium

*Based on data set capped at 50 years
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Table 4.6 (continued): Simulation Results Summary

AADT

ADTT

Corrosion
Environment

Shear
Key
Model

Concrete
Fatigue
Failures

Steel
Fatigue
Failures

Concrete
Crushing
Failures

Probability
of Failure

Reliability
(β)

Average
Lifespan
(years)*

1
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

50
50

3
4

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

50
50

5
1

17
0

2758
8443

0
0

0.2775
0.8443

0.59
-1.01

48.46
39.03

2
3

0
0

9468
9696

0
0

0.9468
0.9696

-1.61
-1.87

35.48
34.09

4
5

0
12

9923
9962

0
0

0.9923
0.9974

-2.42
-2.79

31.02
19.84

1
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-

50
50

Low

3
4
5
1
2

0
8
24
0
0

0
2633
5072
8595
9802

0
0
0
0
0

0
0.2641
0.5096
0.8595
0.9802

0.63
-0.02
-1.08
-2.06

50
49.39
46.17
38.48
32.72

Medium

3
4

0
0

9920
9976

0
0

0.992
0.9976

-2.41
-2.82

30.71
26.72

5
1

13
0

9967
0

0
0

0.998
0

-2.88
-

18.73
50

2
3

8
19

524
6551

0
0

0.0532
0.657

1.61
-0.4

49.95
46.82

4
5

24
36

7414
7962

0
0

0.7438
0.7998

-0.66
-0.84

43.95
40.5

1
2

0
0

8774
9972

0
0

0.8774
0.9972

-1.16
-2.77

37.8
27.68

3
4

1
4

9978
9979

0
0

0.9979
0.9983

-2.86
-2.93

24.96
20.6

5
1

20
0

9969
0

0
0

0.9989
0

-3.06
-

17.18
50

2
3
4

34
31
36

9053
9267
9359

0
0
0

0.9087
0.9298
0.9395

-1.33
-1.47
-1.55

40.49
38.29
35.69

5
1

43
0

9493
8923

0
0

0.9536
0.8923

-1.68
-1.24

32.01
37.15

2
3

4
14

9988
9983

0
0

0.9992
0.9997

-3.16
-3.43

21.59
18.96

4
5

19
31

9977
9968

0
0

0.9996
0.9999

-3.35
-3.72

16.52
15.36

Low

7500

750

Medium

12500

1250

Low

25000

2500

Medium

Low

50000

5000

Medium

*Based on data set capped at 50 years
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The importance of a shear key that successfully emulates a cast-in-place concrete
slab is very evident in this data. If a bridge has a well performing shear key, these hollow
core sections could be confidently used on a roadway with a 5000 average daily truck
traffic (ADTT) in a low corrosive environment.

According to this study it is not

recommended to use hollow core bridges without a shear key on a road of any AADT for
anything other than temporary purposes.
This study also shows how the corrosive environment of a bridge can have a very
substantial effect on its fatigue life. The medium corrosive environment increases the
probability of failure significantly. The corrosion model implemented in this program
was very crude and was not necessarily customized for this hollow core section. More
accurate results could be achieved by developing a better corrosion model for this
section. However, this crude model indicates the importance the corrosive environment
has on a bridge performance.
For comparison, Akgül and Frangopol studied the D-16-DM Bridge in Colorado
which is located near Lafayette (Akgul and Frangopol 2004). It is made of four spread
box girders and has an ADTT of 390. The corrosive model used for this bridge used a
corrosion initiation time of 16.2 years and a rate of corrosion of 2.25 mils/yr. The
corresponding reliability index of flexure of a girder at midspan, β, at a bridge age of fifty
years was approximately 2.0 (Akgul and Frangopol 2004). The closest bridge situation in
this adjacent beam fatigue study is a bridge with 300 AADT and a medium corrosive
environment which has a reliability index of -0.89. The probability of failure of Akgul
and Frangopol’s bridge is 0.02275 in comparison to the probability of failure of the
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simulated bridge which is 0.8131. The significant difference in reliability is most likely
due to the fact that the box beam in Akgül and Frangopol’s study is much larger and has a
larger amount of prestressing strands designed to carry the full load of a truck. This
shows that the lower profile hollow core bridges with fewer prestressing strands cannot
be reliably used on bridges in harsher environments. Compare the same bridge modeled
with a low corrosive environment and no load sharing (incurring half a truckload), the
reliability index is 1.73, which is much closer to the reliability index of 2.0 found in
Akgül and Frangopol’s study.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 display the distribution of bridge lifespan for the simulations
using an AADT of 25,000. Figure 4.7 displays the distributions for those with a low
corrosive environment for each shear key model and Figure 4.8 shows the distributions
for those with a medium corrosive environment. By comparing the figures, it is apparent
that the medium corrosive environment produces bridge lifespans that are more
concentrated than those of the low corrosive environment. The low corrosion models
have a much more gradual increase in the amount of bridges failed as the bridge lifespan
increases. The medium corrosion simulations, with the exception of shear key model 1,
have very sharp increases in frequency and then a gradual decline as the bridge lifespan
increases. Shear key model 1 in the medium corrosive environment (Figure 4.8a) has a
much more spread distribution than the other medium environment shear key models.
This shows that having a well performing shear key significantly improves the average
bridge lifespan, even when the probability of failure is very high.
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Figure 4.7: Average Bridge Lifespan for 25,000 AADT and Low Corrosive Environment
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Figure 4.8: Average Bridge Lifespan for 25,000 AADT and Medium Corrosive
Environment
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Figures 4.9 and 4.10 display the relationship between AADT and simulated
average lifespan. Figure 4.9 shows the relationship for a low corrosive environment and
Figure 4.10 shows the relationship for a medium corrosive environment. In Figure 4.9 it
is found that the simulated average lifespan for shear key models 2, 3, 4 and 5 decrease at
roughly the same rate with the increasing AADT. However, the AADT where they begin
to decrease is different. The medium corrosive environment curves (Figure 4.10) show
more asymptotic curves in comparison to the low corrosive environment. It also shows
that for the shear key models that do not change the load sharing ratio over time (models
1 and 5) the increase in AADT has less impact when compared to the shear key models
that degrade over time (models 2, 3 and 4). By comparing these two figures, it is found
that the AADT seems to have less influence on the bridge’s average lifespan when in a
higher corrosive environment.
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show fragility curves based on AADT.

Figure 4.11

displays the relationship for a low corrosive environment and Figure 4.12 displays the
relationship for a medium corrosive environment.

In a low corrosive environment

(Figure 4.11), the probability of failure begins to approach one around 55,000 AADT for
shear key models 2, 3, 4 and 5. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 also illustrate that the increase in
AADT has less of an effect on the bridge performance when it is in a medium corrosive
environment as compared to one in a low corrosive environment. Figure 4.12 also
reinforces the observation made in Figure 4.8, that even when the probability of failure is
very high, a well performing shear key has a large impact on the bridge’s performance
when compared with degrading shear key models.
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Figure 4.9: Relationship between AADT and Simulated Average Lifespan for a Low
Corrosive Environment
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Figure 4.10: Relationship between AADT and Simulated Average Lifespan for a
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Conclusions
From this study it can be concluded that:
-

-

To construct a bridge that performs well on high AADT roads, a shear key that
successfully emulates a cast-in-place slab is very important.
Adjacent beam bridges should not be constructed without shear keys for long term
use.
The corrosive environment of a bridge has a significant impact on its lifespan. A
more accurate corrosion model should be developed for this bridge type to obtain
a more accurate view of the impact of corrosion on bridge life.
The impact of AADT on a bridges performance is significant on bridges in a low
corrosive environment. Before using a certain bridge type, the designer should be
well aware of the estimated future truck traffic for that route.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS

This research provides historical and experimental data on adjacent beam bridge
performance and helps determine the most important improvements that can be made to
these bridges to reduce durability issues and extend service life. The most important
component of an adjacent beam bridge is the connection element between neighboring
members. The fatigue study detailed in Chapter 4 shows how a bridge with a shear key
which successfully emulates a cast-in-place slab can withstand road volumes of up to
50,000 AADT. A well performing shear key that does not crack also protects the bridge
from ingress of potentially corrosive waterborne chlorides. These chlorides can corrode
the transverse ties and prestressing strands which significantly reduces the structural
integrity of the bridge.
The shear key geometrical configuration, grout type and post-tensioning
requirements are all standards that contribute to the successful performance of the shear
key. A reinforced concrete overlay helps slow the occurrence of reflective cracking
through the deck, but does not contribute to the performance of the shear key itself.
Improvements that can be made to the shear key standards to positively impact the
monolithic performance of the bridge are:
-

Change the location of the shear key to the centroid of the member.
Make the shear key the full depth of the beam member to reduce rotation.
Make the shear key wider to strengthen it and make it easier to grout properly.
Use an epoxy grout which creates a much stronger bond with the member face.
Apply post-tensioning at the centroid of the shear key to prevent rotation during
tightening.
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-

Determine a target post-tensioning force and configuration appropriate for the
bridges individual span, width and member depth.
It was also seen in the fatigue study how a higher corrosive or higher volume

environment can severely impact the long term performance of an adjacent beam bridge.
The corrosive environment of a future bridge should always be considered in design and
implementation. The estimated future truck traffic on a route should also be taken into
consideration when choosing the right adjacent beam bridge system.
If the South Carolina Department of Transportation wishes to continue to use their
current standard of adjacent hollow core members, I would suggest that they raise the
AADT restriction for the bridge from 3000 to 5000. However, I would only suggest this
standard be used in locations they would define as a low corrosive environment. This
suggestion is based on studying the data from the fatigue study and Figures 4.9 and 4.11.

Suggestions for Further Study
Many improvements can be made to the fatigue study described in this paper.
The implemented models that need the most improvement are the corrosion models and
the shear key models. The corrosion model used was very crude. A more sophisticated
model developed specifically for different adjacent beam systems could significantly
improve the functionality and accuracy of the current program.
Very little research has been performed to understand the degradation behavior of
the shear key. The one study which tested the amount of load sharing between members
after various amounts of load cycling only went up to one million cycles (Miller et al.
1999). If more extensive tests could be performed to gauge the shear key performance
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after fifty million cycles, a more clear understanding of high volume bridge performance
could be obtained. However, such studies would take large amounts of time and
resources, and possibly more advanced loading equipment which can cycle at a fast rate.
Another useful research study would be infield testing of the various
improvements to the shear key and transverse post-tensioning details. Several different
bridges could be constructed on United States roadways and monitored long term to
analyze the bridges’ behaviors. By using this research to conclude the best methods to
improve this type of bridge system, this rapid construction bridge could continue to be
used to replace America’s failing infrastructure.
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Appendix A
Clemson University Web Survey of DOTs
Survey of Adjacent Beam Bridge Design and Construction Practices
We are researching improved methods of accelerated bridge construction for short
span bridges for the South Carolina Department of Transportation. Our goal in utilizing
this survey is to gather construction and performance information about precast adjacent
beam bridges. We aim to minimize cracking along the longitudinal joints of the bridge
and create continuity details over interior bents. The survey will inquire about the design
and erection of your adjacent beam members and the experienced performance of these
bridges. By gathering this information from other DOTs, we hope to produce a standard
with improved shear key and continuity performance that may be used on higher ADT
roads.
In return for helping us gather information on these systems, we will send you a
summary report of our findings from the survey.
What State are you representing? _______________
A. Low Profile Adjacent Beam (LPAB) Bridges: Voided Slab/Hollow
Core/Deck Beams/Solid Slab (sections and pictures shown below)
LPAB Sections:

Hollow Core:
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** If you do not use low profile adjacent beam (LPAB) bridges, please skip to part B.
-

General:
o How long have you been using LPAB bridges?
□ Past 2 years
□ Past 5 years
□ Past 10 years
□ Past 20 years
□ Past 50 years
o About how many LPAB bridges have you built in the past 10 years?
□ 5 or less
□ 6 to 10
□ 11 to 20
□ 21 to 50
□ More than 50
o What is the maximum span of your LPAB bridges?
□ 20 feet or less
□ 21 to 25 feet
□ 26 to 30 feet
□ 31 to 40 feet
□ More than 40 feet
o Are the LPAB bridge details available on your website the most current
plans?
□ Yes
□ No
Website: ______________________________________________
o Do you limit the use of LPAB bridges to a particular AADT?
□ Yes
• What is the maximum AADT for use?
□ Less than or equal to 1500
□ Less than or equal to 3000
□ Less than or equal to 5000
□ Less than or equal to 10,000
□ More than 10,000
□ No
o Do you permit using LPAB bridges on the National Highway System?
□ Yes
□ No
o Have you had any recent major changes to the standards for this bridge
type?
□ Yes
□ No
 What were the major design/construction changes?
______________________________________________________
 Has there been noticeable improvement in performance after the
changes were implemented?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Too early to tell
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-

Construction:
o What is the average time needed to erect one span of a LPAB bridge?
□ Less than 1 week
□ 1 to 2 weeks
□ 2 to 3 weeks
□ 3 to 4 weeks
□ More than 4 weeks
o What workforce constructs these bridges?
□ In house
□ Contractor
□ Both

-

Post-Tensioning:
o When do you apply the post-tensioning force to the bridge?
□ After grouting the shear keys
□Before grouting the shear keys
□ Contractor’s Preference
o What post-tensioning material do you use?
□ Strands
□ Rods
□ Contractor’s Preference
o Do you have a target contact stress for post-tensioning?
□ Yes: _______ kips/ft2
□ No

-

Grouting/Shear Key:
o What depth are the shear keys?
□ Partial Depth
□ Full Depth
o Where are the shear keys located?
□ Near the top face of the member
□ At the center of gravity of the member
o What type of grout is used in the longitudinal shear keys?
□ Non-shrink □ Epoxy
□ Cast-in-place concrete
□ Other: _________
o Do you require a concrete overlay on the LPAB bridge members?
□ Yes
• Is the overlay reinforced?
□ Yes □ No
□ No
• Is an asphalt overlay required?
□ Yes □ No
o Do you provide waterproofing?
□ Yes □ No
o Have you tried placing mild reinforcing steel transversely through the
shear key?
□ Yes
□ No
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o Do you use any other method of shear transfer (other than mild reinforcing
or shear key)?
□ Yes: ________________________________________________
□ No
o About what percentage of these bridges experience longitudinal reflective
cracking along the shear keys?
□ 0 to 20%
□ 21 to 40%
□ 41 to 60%
□ 61 to 80%
□ 81 to 100%
o Do these cracks occur more in bridges with an AADT over 3000?
□ Yes
□ No
o On the scale below, identify how concerned you are about these cracks
distressing the bridge.
(Not concerned) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very concerned)
-

Longitudinal Continuity:
o Do you ever make your multi-span LPAB bridges longitudinally
continuous?
□ Yes
□ No
 Do you account for positive restraint moments when designing
continuity diaphragms?
□ Yes
□ No
• If yes, what is the average girder age when continuity is
established?
□ 7 days or less
□ 8 to 24 days
□ 25 to 90 days
□ Greater than 90 days
□ Not Considered

-

Alternative:
o Do you have an alternative system for this bridge type that is considered
rapid construction?
□ Yes: _____________________________________
□ No
o Are there any other alternative systems that you are interested in?
□ Yes: _____________________________________
□ No
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B. High Profile Adjacent Beam (HPAB) Bridges: Box Beams
HPAB Section:

** If you do not use high profile adjacent beam (HPAB) bridges, please skip to part C.
-

General:
o How long have you been using HPAB bridges?
□ Past 2 years
□ Past 5 years
□ Past 10 years
□ Past 20 years
□ Past 50 years
o About how many HPAB bridges have you built in the past 10 years?
□ 5 or less
□ 6 to 10
□ 11 to 20
□ 21 to 50
□ More than 50
o What is the maximum span of your HPAB bridges?
□ 20 feet or less
□ 21 to 25 feet
□ 26 to 30 feet
□ 31 to 40 feet
□ More than 40 feet
o Are the HPAB bridge details available on your website the most current
plans?
□ Yes
□ No
Website: ______________________________________________
o Do you limit the use of HPAB bridges to a particular AADT?
□ Yes
• What is the maximum AADT for use?
□ Less than or equal to 1500
□ Less than or equal to 3000
□ Less than or equal to 5000
□ Less than or equal to 10,000
□ More than 10,000
□ No
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o Do you permit using HPAB bridges on the National Highway System?
□ Yes
□ No
o Have you had any recent major changes to the standards for this bridge
type?
□ Yes
□ No
 What were the major design/construction changes?
______________________________________________________
 Has there been noticeable improvement in performance after the
changes were implemented?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Too early to tell
-

Construction:
o What is the average time needed to erect one span of a HPAB bridge?
□ Less than 1 week
□ 1 to 2 weeks
□ 2 to 3 weeks
□ 3 to 4 weeks
□ More than 4 weeks
o What workforce constructs these bridges?
□ In house
□ Contractor
□ Both

-

Post-Tensioning:
o When do you apply the post-tensioning force to the bridge?
□ After grouting the shear keys
□Before grouting the shear keys
□ Contractor’s Preference
o What post-tensioning material do you use?
□ Strands
□ Rods
□ Contractor’s Preference
o Do you have a target contact stress for post-tensioning?
□ No
□ Yes: _______ kips/ft2

-

Grouting/Shear Key:
o What depth are the shear keys?
□ Partial Depth
□ Full Depth
o Where are the shear keys located?
□ Near the top face of the member
□ At the center of gravity of the member
o What type of grout is used in the longitudinal shear keys?
□ Non-shrink □ Epoxy
□ Cast-in-place concrete
□ Other: _________
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o Do you require a concrete overlay on the HPAB bridge members?
□ Yes
• Is the overlay reinforced?
□ Yes □ No
□ No
• Is an asphalt overlay required?
□ Yes □ No
o Do you provide waterproofing?
□ Yes □ No
o Have you tried placing mild reinforcing steel transversely through the
shear key?
□ Yes
□ No
o Do you use any other method of shear transfer (other than mild reinforcing
or shear key)?
□ Yes: ________________________________________________
□ No
o About what percentage of these bridges experience longitudinal reflective
cracking along the shear keys?
□ 0 to 20%
□ 21 to 40%
□ 41 to 60%
□ 61 to 80%
□ 81 to 100%
o Do these cracks occur more in bridges with an AADT over 3000?
□ Yes
□ No
o On the scale below, identify how concerned you are about these cracks
distressing the bridge.
(Not concerned) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very concerned)
-

Longitudinal Continuity:
o Do you ever make your multi-span HPAB bridges longitudinally
continuous?
□ Yes
□ No
 Do you account for positive restraint moments when designing
continuity diaphragms?
□ Yes
□ No
• If yes, what is the average girder age when continuity is
established?
□ 7 days or less
□ 8 to 24 days
□ 25 to 90 days
□ Greater than 90 days
□ Not Considered
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-

Alternative:
o Do you have an alternative system for this bridge type that is considered
rapid construction?
□ Yes: _____________________________________
□ No
o Are there any other alternative systems that you are interested in?
□ Yes: _____________________________________
□ No
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C. Alternatives
** If you skipped parts A & B (you do not use low or high profile adjacent beam bridges)
please complete this section. Otherwise, please skip to Part D.
o Do you have an alternative system for these bridge types that is considered
rapid construction?
□ Yes: _____________________________________
□ No
o Are there any other alternative systems that you are interested in?
□ Yes: _____________________________________
□ No
D. Follow Up
- Information:
o Name: _________________________
o State: _________________________
o Position: _______________________
o Phone: ________________________
o E-mail: ________________________
- Is it OK to call you for a follow-up conversation?
□ Yes
□ No
- Would you like to have the results of this survey sent to you?
□ Yes
□ No
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Appendix B
DOT Phone Interview Summaries
Phone Interview with Thomas Domagalski
Engineer of Bridge Design of the Illinois Department of Transportation
By Sara Roberts, Clemson University
Date: Wednesday March 24th, 2010
Time: 4:15 PM EST
-

Made keyway wider and deeper so they could use a pencil vibrator to ensure
distribution of the grout.
Thickened the bottom slab of the member to add a half inch of cover for the
strands.
Didn’t think they needed a post tensioning force, saw that many other states did
not have one.
Their concrete overlay would take about 4 to 7 days to cure.
5” overlay with #5 rebar mat at 12” centers in both directions
Says Nebraska is experimenting with a very large shear key and post tensioning
the top flange of the member.
They believe the precast box beam bridges are fast enough construction for them
and are not interested in self-propelled modular transports (SPMT).

Phone Interview with Julius Volgyi
Assistant State Structure & Bridge Engineer of the Virginia Department of
Transportation
By Sara Roberts, Clemson University
Date: Wednesday March 24th, 2010
Time: 10:00 PM EST
-

Does not like the box beams because of cracking and salt water building up in the
voids.
Believes Hollow Core performs better.
Only 2 or 3 projects use concrete overlay.
Curing an overlay would take up to 28 days.
Target post tensioning stress is a handed down number, not sure where it came
from.
Longitudinal cracking has been a severe hindrance when choosing this type of
bridge for construction.
Full depth shear key has been in use for about 10 years, cannot tell yet if it is an
improvement.
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-

Have never felt the need to make their hollow core bridges continuous.
Does not know of any alternative systems he would like to try.

Phone Interview with Suresh Patel
Senior Structural Engineer of the Missouri Department of Transportation
By Sara Roberts, Clemson University
Date: Thursday March 25th, 2010
Time: 3:45 PM EST
-

-

Only use low profile adjacent beams when time is a very important factor.
Otherwise the maintenance issue with salt water is not cost effective.
The 1 – 2 week construction time is just for setting beams and grouting, not for
concrete overlay curing.
Do not post-tension. Only tighten rods enough to close the gap.
Usually use 5 ½” concrete overlay, but may use asphalt on low AADT roads
Continuity diaphragm: bend strands, place transverse rebar and make closure
pour.
Thinks making a continuity diaphragm my extend the project 1 or 2 weeks.
Is not aware of cracking at continuity diaphragm but they use a lot of shear
reinforcement at the beam ends when using a continuity diaphragm for bonding
purposes.
Does not know of any alternative systems.

Phone Interview with Tim Keller
State Bridge Engineer of the Ohio Department of Transportation
By Sara Roberts, Clemson University
Date: Tuesday March 30th, 2010
Time: 2:15 PM EST
-

-

Usually use a three sided culvert or cast in place slab for 20 – 30 foot spans,
instead of slab beams.
Waterproofing membrane under asphalt has not been an effective water barrier.
The leaking shear keys and deicing salts are a maintenance nightmare, so they
don’t use them at all on NHS and high AADT. They don’t perform well there.
Not currently specifying a post tensioning force, just tightening rods.
Have started post tensioning a handful of bridges and are in the process of
determining the best economical stress to specify. (currently thinking 90-100 psi
is best).
Curing of concrete overlay would take about 2 weeks more.
They have a standard continuity diaphragm detail they use with all their box beam
bridges. It was developed by Dr. Miller at the University of Cincinnati.
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-

-

-

Says diaphragm does not extend the time of construction very much when using a
concrete overlay, but they don’t like the diaphragm and the overlay being poured
at the same time.
Has experienced a lot of cracking at their continuity diaphragms. The design the
bridge’s live load capacity as simple span. Therefore, if the diaphragm cracks, the
bridge will still have good capacity.
Thinks the post tensioning change will really help the box beam’s performance.
Upset with having these type of bridges that have to be replaced every 25 years.
Not interested in rapid bridge construction because of climate, more worried
about blocking off high volume roads.

Phone Interview with Terry Frake and Steve Beck
Engineer of Structural Design of the Michigan Department of Transportation
By Sara Roberts, Clemson University
Date: Tuesday April 6th, 2010
Time: 4:00 PM EST
-

-

Maintenance forces are very against them because of old details that performed
very badly.
“Lots” build in the last 10 years.
Usually use them when they have an under-clearance issue.
No restriction on box beam bridge placement.
Always use concrete overlay, average thickness of 6”.
Did not have post-tensioning force until lately after a research project
o Has not been adopted so he doesn’t have the numbers
Grout before post-tensioning
Looking at increasing shear key depth because of research project.
Worried about changing details because they will need more competent
contractors.
Only about 25% of box beams show longitudinal cracking
o They feel the advantages of the box beams outweigh the cracking
problems.
Make some bridges continuous for live load
o Boxes are simple and the deck overlay creates live load continuity
Looked at alternative I beam sections that can mimic the box beams, but they are
a little averse to steel because of the painting cost.
Unfamiliar with the grout filled mechanical splices in practice.
Starting many new research projects to look at improving old biased design ways.
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Phone Interview with John Holt
Texas Department of Transportation
By Daniel Deery, Clemson University
Date: Monday March 29th, 2010
-

-

-

-

Concrete and asphalt overlays are used on adjacent box beams.
Erection time listed as less than a week does not include overlay curing.
Target post-tension force has evolved over years and now its one tendon every
5-10 feet at 31 kips initial tension, and it seems to be working.
Robust concrete shear key used to transfer shear.
Only use post-tensioning with asphalt but 99% of time a 5” concrete deck is used
instead.
Longitudinal cracks have not been an issue since they went to a 5” deck.
Found long ago with I beams continuity was not saving them anything, so they do
not use it much.
Decked Slab Beam system: same depth and they span farther and use fewer beam
lines to haul out onto a jobsite. They install quicker, but are used primarily on
low-volume roads. Fairly new, only been out for 4 years.
No cracking observed for decked slab beams, but they haven’t been out long.
Conventional 8” concrete deck and spacing beams out 8-10 feet is an alternative –
finding it can span same amount as other low-profile adjacent beam bridges but it
is a lower cost.
Overlay Clarification
o 5” concrete overlay used on all of adjacent beam systems except decked
slab beams
o Decked slab beams topped with course surface treatment and sometimes
followed up with hot mix asphalt overlay
Continuity Detail
o Place 5” deck continuously across bents for all of adjacent beam systems
o Beams are simply supported for all loads
o No cast-in-place concrete diaphragms or closures around beam ends
o Deck cracks at bents, but manageable and acceptable width
o Expansion joints placed at ends of 2 to 4 span units
o Have had good success with this method on both I-beams and adjacent
beams for decades
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Phone Interview with Paul Chung
California Department of Transportation
By Daniel Deery, Clemson University
Date: Tuesday March 30th, 2010
-

Majority of bridges are cast-in-place box girders, do not use precast as much so
do not construct many adjacent beam bridges.
Most precast they do for rapid construction is I girders or bulb-T girders.
Concrete decks on adjacent box beams included in specified 3-4 week erection
time.
They do have target post-tensioning forces but they are specific to project.
They have not seen much of a longitudinal cracking problem – haven’t heard
anything from maintenance crews about them.
Continuity is used: splice girders at bent cap that is cast-in-place and then use
post-tensioning through that section.
Spliced Girder Systems were listed as alternative: is still considered rapid
construction but may add a week on for the span erection time.
The construction time increase due to continuity is insignificant, girders are aged
off-site.
Conjugate beam theory used to estimate positive restraint moments or a finite
element analysis can be used to account for creep and shrinkage and to obtain the
positive moment and redistribute the moment.

Phone Interview with Benjamin Tang
Oregon Department of Transportation
By Daniel Deery, Clemson University
Date: Tuesday March 30th, 2010
-

-

-

Deck beams generally do not use asphalt overlay but they do use concrete.
The concrete overlay causes the erection time of one span to increase from less
than one week. Increase depends on situation; some just require a 7-day cure, for
example.
Did not know the target post-tensioning force, but knows one exists in standards.
Does not believe there is much longitudinal cracking at all, believes there may
have been some reflective cracking in earlier designs. They are pleased with their
details.
Can erect some box beam bridges over a weekend (rapid-construction
alternative), at least for low-volume bridges.
Not sure if bridges are made continuous – knows for prestressed beam bridges a
continuity diaphragm is used but it’s designed like simple-span even though some
negative steel may be on top of bent.
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Phone Interview with Jugesh Kapur
Washington Department of Transportation
By Daniel Deery, Clemson University
Date: Friday April 2th, 2010
-

-

-

-

Do not construct high-profile adjacent beam bridges since other structure types in
their inventory are just as or more efficient.
5” concrete topping is used to control the longitudinal reflective cracking, it helps
to bind everything together and avoid those types of cracks.
There have been cracking issues, not with the box type, but if using a voided slab
or a T-beam without any topping or overlay there is cracking.
Noticed cracking worse when the AADT is higher.
Can erect one span including curing of concrete overlay in less than one week –
but may not put traffic on it yet.
Use cast-in-place concrete diaphragm to make bridges continuous and they extend
rebar and strands at the intermediate piers and provide longitudinal reinforcement
in the topping over the pier at the negative moment location.
Continuity diaphragm does add some time to the construction.
To estimate positive restraint moments they take the plastic hinging moment in
the column and split it evenly to the two sides (strands extended from
superstructure designed to take half on each side).
Deck bulb-T system is “faster” construction and they use 5” topping for these as
well.
They have refined shear key detail so normal concrete can be used in it, and it has
a rod through it which is to help control cracking.
Shear key detail
o The sawtooth detail helps with shear friction transfer especially for live
loads at intermediate piers
o Pour key concrete with 5” topping because it creates better interlock and
load transfer between adjacent beams
Deck bulb-T system
o Erection time: depends on the size of the span, equipment available and
experience of the contractor. Typically a beam can be lifted off the
ground and placed into position within 30-60 minutes.
o Slightly higher span capability than adjacent slabs and adjacent voided
slabs
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Phone Interview with George Christian
New York Department of Transportation
By Daniel Deery, Clemson University
Date: Tuesday April 6th, 2010
-

-

-

Not building adjacent beam bridges as much as they used to due to cracking
issues and corroding of older bridges – have begun using high performance
concrete (HPC) and corrosion inhibitors to attempt to make beams more durable –
regional maintenance has soured on them a good bit due to corroding issues.
Used up to 90-100 foot spans (assuming this is for the adjacent box beams)
6” overlay required on these bridges and it is a composite deck – this is to help
with shear transfer and durability.
Use full depth shear keys, used to have partial depth but changed detail over 20
years ago to reduce longitudinal cracking in deck.
See less of cracking now that they’ve changed shear key and increased their posttensioning stress (they post-tension after grouting shear key).
To improve shear transfer began to use rebar in deck instead of mesh.
Continuous for live load but not fully continuous for dead and live – do this as a
matter of practice for multi-spans. Still design positive moment region as simple
span to be conservative.
Continuity does not prolong construction time – not an issue since the deck still
needs to be poured and with continuity do not have to install a joint system.
Deck Bulb-Ts have been used before – not too common.
Upside down steel composite beams that come in panels and you place them sideby-side “inverset system” – use these a lot.
“Double T” type of system proposed by New England PCI is a new system and
they are about to do a job in NYC using it.
More information on “Inverset” system – rapid, cracks minimized, not
temperature sensitive, best quality concrete at the wearing surface (NYDOT
design manual pg. 3.53-3.59).

Phone Interview with Greg Perfetti
State Bridge Design Engineer of the North Carolina Department of Transportation
By Sara Roberts, Clemson University
Date: Tuesday April 6th, 2010
Time: 3:00 PM EST
-

built about 800 – 1000 cored slabs in the last 10 years.
Has just created preset strand diagrams for different spans at 5’ intervals.
Use them on NHS and higher ADT with a minimum 3½” concrete overlay with
#3 @ 6”.
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-

-

-

-

-

Erect the units within a few hours, concrete overlay needs at least 7 days (w/
strength) to cure.
Use PT, 6/10 strand with around 40,000 lbs of force.
Grout after post tensioning
Concrete overlay is very new and only a few cored slab bridges use it.
Only use the cored slab on higher AADT to avoid clearance/hydraulic issues.
Got cracks in concrete overlays because the first ones did not have reinforcement,
new ones do.
They have used some cored slabs with no overlay (about 6 of these)
o added 2” to the precast unit and then grind the top down
o They are new and have done fairly well
o Needed to tighten grout specs because some would pull out during
grinding
o Increased grout strength to 5000 psi (non-shrink, non-metallic)
Has toyed with using DYWIDAG bars instead of post tensioning.
In box beams, they use two transverse strands at each location.
o Also, they don’t put post-tensioning at very end of beam, start at about 8’
from end of box beam
Rare to see longitudinal cracking in bridges with asphalt overlay.
Do see transverse crack at expansion joints
o To prevent this they fix the dowel holes and don’t allow expansion
anywhere
Has made a bridge continuous on a design build contract
o used U bars coming out of the dowel holes to “staple” the spans together,
then put a concrete overlay over that
o Do not account for positive moment restraints
No alternatives. Think it’s the most cost effective and they’re happy with their
performance
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Appendix C
Fatigue Study Matlab Code
SimulationCreator.m:
% Simulation Creator for Monte Carlo Latin Hypercube Fatigue Study
% Makes a set number of simulated bridges for use in HCfatigueLHCRt.m
%
%
%
%
%

Sara Roberts
Graduate Student
Clemson University
sarar@g.clemson.edu
Date Created: June 2010

clear
clc
sims = 10000; % (must also be changed in fatigue program)
I = linspace(1, sims, sims)';
L = 50; %ft (must also be changed in fatigue program)
fpu = 270; %ksi (must also be changed in fatigue program)
% Initial Diameter of Prestress Wires, Lognormal
MUDps = 0.16682; %in
VDps = 0.0125;
SIGDps = MUDps*VDps;
SIGLNDps = sqrt(log(VDps^2 + 1));
MULNDps = log(MUDps) - 0.5*SIGLNDps^2;
a = unifrnd(0, 1, sims, 1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
Dps1 = logninv(a1, MULNDps, SIGLNDps);
x = randperm(sims);
Dps = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
Dps(j,1) = Dps1(x(j));
end
% Beam Width, Normal
MUb = 36 + 5/32; %in (see Table 4.1 for mean and coefficient of variation equations)
Vb = 0.25*(36 + 5/32)^(-1);
SIGb = MUb*Vb;
a = unifrnd(0, 1, sims, 1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
b1 = norminv(a1, MUb, SIGb);
x = randperm(sims);
b = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
b(j,1) = b1(x(j));
end
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% Beam Depth
Mud = 21; %in (see Table 4.1 for mean and coefficient of variation equations)
Vd = 1/(4*21);
SIGd = MUd*Vd;
a = unifrnd(0,1,sims,1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
d1 = norminv(a1, MUd, SIGd);
x = randperm(sims);
d = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
d(j,1) = d1(x(j));
end
% Compressive strength of concrete, Lognormal
MUfc = 0.96*(1.205 + 0.108*1)*6; %ksi (6 refers to design strength of concrete in ksi)
Vfc = 0.15; %(see Table 4.1 for mean and coefficient of variation equations)
SIGfc = MUfc*Vfc;
SIGLNfc = sqrt(log(Vfc^2 + 1));
MULNfc = log(MUfc) - 0.5*SIGLNfc^2;
a = unifrnd(0, 1, sims, 1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
fc1 = logninv(a1, MULNfc, SIGLNfc);
x = randperm(sims);
fc = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
fc(j,1) = fc1(x(j));
end
% Gross Area of Section
Ag = b.*d - 2*pi*6^2; %in^2 (6 refers to the radius of the void)
% Elastic Section Modulus for top & bottom
S = b.*d.^2./6 - 2*pi*12^3/32; %in^3 (6 refers to the radius of the void)
% Moment of Inertia of Hollow Core
ybH = d./2; %Neutral Axis, in
IgH = b.*d.^3./12 - 2*pi*6^4/4; %in^4 (6 refers to the radius of the void)
% Weight of Concrete, Normal
MUW = 150; %lb/ft^3 (see Table 4.1 for mean and coefficient of variation equations)
VW = 0.10;
SIGW = MUW*VW;
a = unifrnd(0, 1, sims, 1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
w1 = norminv(a1, MUW, SIGW);
x = randperm(sims);
w = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
w(j,1) = w1(x(j));
end
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W = w./(1000*12^3); %kip/in^3
% Weight of section
WS = W.*Ag; %kip/in
% Dead Load Moment
Md = WS.*(L*12)^2./8; %kip-in
% Modular Ratio
n = 28500000./(w.^1.5.*33.*sqrt(fc*1000));
% Prestress steel eccentricity, Normal
MUe = 7.5 + 1/8; %in (see Table 4.1 for mean and coefficient of variation equations)
Ve = (11/32)*(7.5 + 1/8)^(-1);
SIGe = MUe*Ve;
a = unifrnd(0,1,sims,1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
e1 = norminv(a1, MUe, SIGe);
x = randperm(sims);
e = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
e(j,1) = e1(x(j));
end
% Elastic Section Modulus with respect to steel centroid
Ss = IgH./e;
% Concrete stress at cg of strands
fcsi = (-0.75.*fpu.*18.*7.*pi.*(Dps./2).^2.*(1./Ag + e./Ss) + Md./Ss)*1000; %psi
% Elastic Shortening loss
Les = abs(n.*fcsi); %psi
% Creep Loss
Lc = abs(n.*2.0.*fcsi); %psi
% Shrinkage Loss
Ls = 8.2.*10.^(-6).*1.0.*28.5.*10.^6.*(1 - 0.06.*Ag./(2.*b + 2.*d))*(100 - 75);
% Corrosion Parameters
% Choose Environment Type
% 1: Low corrosion; almost no deicing salt use, not near salt water
% 2: Medium corrosion; moderate deicing salt use, near salt water without
% direct spray
Enviro = 2;
% Corrosion Initiation Time (years)
if Enviro == 1
MUT1 = 25;
VT1 = 0.2;
elseif Enviro == 2
MUT1 = 10;
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VT1 = 0.6;
end
SIGT1 = MUT1*VT1;
SIGLNT1 = sqrt(log(VT1^2 + 1));
MULNT1 = log(MUT1) - 0.5*SIGLNT1^2;
a = unifrnd(0, 1, sims, 1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
T11 = logninv(a1, MULNT1, SIGLNT1);
X = randperm(sims);
T1 = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
T1(j,1) = T11(x(j));
end
% Rate of Corrosion (mil/yr)
if Enviro == 1
MUrcorr = 0.5*.75;
Vrcorr = 0.1;
elseif Enviro == 2
MUrcorr = 3.0*.75;
Vrcorr = 0.3;
end
SIGrcorr = MUrcorr*Vrcorr;
SIGLNrcorr = sqrt(log(Vrcorr^2 + 1));
MULNrcorr = log(MUrcorr) - 0.5*SIGLNrcorr^2;
a = unifrnd(0, 1, sims, 1);
a1 = (I - 1)./sims + a./sims;
rcorr1 = logninv(a1, MULNrcorr, SIGLNrcorr);
x = randperm(sims);
rcorr = zeros([sims 1]);
for j = 1:sims
rcorr(j,1) = rcorr1(x(j));
end
%
%
%
%
%
%

Shear Key Degradation Choice (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5)
1: 1/3 load factor for lifetime (upper bound)
2: Deteriorate from 1/3 to 1 in 50 million cycles (linear)
3: Deteriorate from 1/3 to 1 in 35 million cycles (linear)
4: Deteriorate from 1/3 to 1 in 20 million cycles (linear)
5: 1 load factor for lifetime (lower bound)

LPchoice = 5;

% Writing Files
xlswrite(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice), '.xls'],...
[Dps b d fc Ag S Md n e Ss Les Lc Ls T1 rcorr])
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HCfatigueLHCRt.m:
% Monte Carlo Latin Hypercube fatige study program
% Must use SimulationCreator.m to create Latin Hypercube samples before using
% Program created for use on Condor High Throughput Network
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Sara Roberts
Graduate Student
Clemson University
sarar@g.clemson.edu
Date Created: June 2010
Enviro = Corrosion environment choice (1, 2 or 3), refer to SimulationCreator.m
LPchoice = Shear key Degradation choice (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5) refer to SimulationCreator.m
simStart = starting simulation number
stride = number of simulations done in one process
process = process number, used in Condor program to split simulations and send to
multiple computers. If not using this through Condor, make the process 1

function[] = HCfatigueLHCRt(Enviro, LPchoice, simStart, stride, process)
sims = 10000;
Dps = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 0 (sims-1) 0]);
b = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 1 (sims-1) 1]);
%d = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 2 (sims-1) 2]);
fc = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 3 (sims-1) 3]);
Ag = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 4 (sims-1) 4]);
S = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 5 (sims-1) 5]);
Md = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 6 (sims-1) 6]);
n = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 7 (sims-1) 7]);
e = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 8 (sims-1) 8]);
Ss = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 9 (sims-1) 9]);
Les = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 10 (sims-1) 10]);
Lc = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice), '.txt'], '\t', [0 11 (sims-1) 11]);
Ls = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice), '.txt'], '\t', [0 12 (sims-1) 12]);
T1 = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice), '.txt'], '\t', [0 13 (sims-1) 13]);
rcorr = dlmread(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice),'.txt'], '\t', [0 14 (sims-1)
14]);
Year = zeros([sims 1]); DIc = zeros([sims 1]); DIs = zeros([sims 1]);
fcf = zeros([sims 1]);
%Simulation Range
start = simStart + (process*stride);
finish = simStart + (process + 1)*stride - 1;
% Bridge Span
L = 50; %ft
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% Ultimate Prestress
fpu = 270; %ksi
% Tractor Load: lognormal distribution
MUpt1 = 5; %kips
Vpt1 = 0.12;
%SIGpt1 = MUpt1*Vpt1;
SIGLNpt1 = sqrt(log(Vpt1^2 + 1));
MULNpt1 = log(MUpt1) - 0.5*SIGLNpt1^2;
% Trailer Load: Wiebull Extreme Smallest Distribution
MUpt2 = 28; %kips
Vpt2 = 0.20;
SIGpt2 = MUpt2*Vpt2;
wpt2 = 12; %kips, lower bound
ka = 0.1; kb = 30; err = 1;
while err > 0.01
ua = (MUpt2 - wpt2 + wpt2*gamma(1 + 1/ka))/gamma(1 + 1/ka);
ub = (MUpt2 - wpt2 + wpt2*gamma(1 + 1/kb))/gamma(1 + 1/kb);
SIGa = sqrt((ua - wpt2)^2*(gamma(1 + 2/ka) - (gamma(1 + 1/ka))^2));
SIGb = sqrt((ub - wpt2)^2*(gamma(1 + 2/kb) - (gamma(1 + 1/kb))^2));
kx = (ka + kb)/2;
ux = (MUpt2 - wpt2 + wpt2*gamma(1 + 1/kx))/gamma(1 + 1/kx);
SIGx = sqrt((ux - wpt2)^2*(gamma(1 + 2/kx) - (gamma(1 + 1/kx))^2));
if (SIGa - SIGpt2)*(SIGx - SIGpt2) < 0
kb = kx;
elseif (SIGb - SIGpt2)*(SIGx - SIGpt2) < 0
ka = kx;
end
err = abs(SIGx - SIGpt2);
end
kpt2 = kx; upt2 = ux;
% Average trucks per hour
AADT = 3000; %vehicles/day
Ptrucks = 10; %Percent trucks
VPH = AADT/24; %vehicles/hr
TPH = ceil(VPH*Ptrucks/100); %trucks/hr
% Average number of trucks per year
Its = TPH*8760;
for k = start:finish
fprintf('%g\n',k)
tc=0;
counter = 0;
while tc < (438000 - 168) && DIc(k) < 1 && DIs(k) < 1 && fcf(k) ~= 1
IT = exprnd(1/TPH, [its 1]); % Interarrival time generation
tv = cumsum(IT); %cumulative time
fprintf('tc = %g\n', tc/8760)
% Cycle Vector
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Cyc = (1:its)' + counter*its;
counter = counter + 1;
% Diameter of wires (in)
if (tc/8760 + .05) <= T1(k)
Dpw = Dps(k);
elseif (tc/8760 + .05) > T1(k) && (tc/8760 + .05) < (T1(k) + Dps(k)/(rcorr(k)/1000))
Dpw = Dps(k) - (rcorr(k)/1000)*(tc/8760 - T1(k));
else
Dpw = 0;
end
% Area of prestress steel (18 – 7 wire strands)
Aps = 18*7*pi/4*Dpw^2; %in^2
% Relaxation Loss
fpi = 600*fpu; %psi
if tc < 1
Lr = 0;
else
Lr = fpi*log10(tc)/10*(fpi/(fpu*900) - 0.55); %psi
end
% Prestress Loss
pl = Les(k) + Lc(k) + Ls(k) + Lr; %psi
% Prestress Force
P = Aps*(.75*fpu - pl/1000); %kips
% Dead stress in top of section
ftD = P*(1/Ag(k) - e(k)/S(k)) + Md(k)/S(k); %ksi
%Truck Load Simulation
Pt1 = lognrnd(MULNpt1, SIGLNpt1, its, 1);
Fx = rand(its, 1);
Pt2 = wpt2 + (upt2 - wpt2).*(-log(1 - Fx)).^(1/kpt2);
impact = unifrnd(0.10, 0.15, its, 1);
Pt1 = Pt1.*(1 + impact);
Pt2 = Pt2.*(1 + impact);
% Truck Load Moment
Ml = ((27.3.*(L.*(Pt1 + 0.7436.*Pt2) - 41.3.*(Pt1 + 0.4915.*Pt2)))./L).*12; %kip-in
% Cracking Moment
Mcr = S(k)*(P/Ag(k) + P*e(k)/S(k) + 7.5*sqrt(fc(k))/1000); %kip-in
% Live stress in top of section (max stress)
ftL = zeros([its 1]);
dfbL = zeros([its 1]);
if LPchoice == 1
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Mle = 1/3.*Ml;
elseif LPchoice == 2
Mle = Ml;
elseif LPchoice == 3
if Cyc(its) < 20000000
LP = (1/30000000).*Cyc + 1/3;
elseif Cyc(1) < 20000000
ind = 20000000 - Cyc(1);
LP(1:ind - 1) = (1/30000000).*Cyc(1:ind - 1) + 1/3;
LP(ind:its) = 1;
else
LP = 1;
end
Mle = LP.*Ml;
elseif LPchoice == 4
if Cyc(its) < 35000000
LP = (1/52500000).*Cyc + 1/3;
elseif Cyc(1) < 35000000
ind = 35000000 - Cyc(1);
LP(1:ind - 1) = (1/52500000).*Cyc(1:ind - 1)+1/3;
LP(ind:its) = 1;
else
LP = 1;
end
Mle = LP.*Ml;
elseif LPchoice == 5
if Cyc(its) < 50000000
LP = (1/75000000).*Cyc + 1/3;
elseif Cyc(1) < 50000000
ind = 50000000 - Cyc(1);
LP(1:ind - 1) = (1/75000000).*Cyc(1:ind - 1) + 1/3;
LP(ind:its) = 1;
else
LP = 1;
end
Mle = LP.*Ml;
end
Mle = sort(Mle);
MT = Mle + Md(k);
if MT(its) < Mcr
ftL = ftD + Mle./S(k); %ksi
dfbL = Mle./Ss(k); %ksi
else
crack = find(MT>Mcr,1,'first');
ftL(1:(crack-1)) = ftD+Mle(1:(crack-1))./S(k); %ksi
dfbL(1:(crack - 1)) = Mle(1:(crack - 1))./Ss(k); %ksi
Atps = n(k)*Aps;
MTi = (floor(MT(crack)):ceil(MT(its)))';
sMTi = length(MTi);
ftLi = zeros(sMTi);
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dfbLi = zeros(sMTi);
for l = 1:sMTi
Ca = 0.1; cb = 40; err = 1;
while err > 0.5
cx = (ca + cb)/2;
ta = ca - 4.5;
tb = cb - 4.5;
tx = cx - 4.5;
if ta <= 0
pcirca = 0;
ycirca = 0;
Ica = 0;
elseif ta > 0 && ta < 12
pcirca = -0.000638*ta^3 + 0.011489*ta^2 + 0.038572*ta - 0.007160;
ycirca = -0.011*ta^2 + 0.658*ta + 4.491;
Ica = -0.115*ta^4 + 3.204*ta^3 - 17.28*ta^2 + 34.15*ta - 15.9;
else
pcirca = 1;
ycirca = 10.5;
Ica = pi*6^4/4; %(6 refers to the radius of the void)
end
if tb <= 0
pcircb = 0;
ycircb = 0;
Icb = 0;
elseif tb > 0 && tb < 12
pcircb = -0.000638*tb^3 + 0.011489*tb^2 + 0.038572*tb - 0.007160;
ycircb = -0.011*tb^2 + 0.658*tb + 4.491;
Icb = -0.115*tb^4 + 3.204*tb^3 - 17.28*tb^2 + 34.15*tb - 15.9;
else
pcircb = 1;
ycircb = 10.5;
Icb = pi*6^4/4; %(6 refers to the radius of the void)
end
if tx <= 0
pcircx = 0;
ycircx = 0;
Icx = 0;
elseif tx > 0 && tx < 12
pcircx = -0.000638*tx^3 + 0.011489*tx^2 + 0.038572*tx - 0.007160;
ycircx = -0.011*tx^2 + 0.658*tx + 4.491;
Icx = -0.115*tx^4 + 3.204*tx^3 - 17.28*tx^2 + 34.15*tx - 15.9;
else
pcircx = 1;
ycircx = 10.5;
Icx = pi*6^4/4; %(6 refers to the radius of the void)
end
Ata = Atps + b(k)*ca - 2*pcirca*pi*6^2; %(6 refers to the radius of the void,
next 9 lines)
Atb = Atps + b(k)*cb - 2*pcircb*pi*6^2;
Atx = Atps + b(k)*cx - 2*pcircx*pi*6^2;
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yta = (b(k)*ca*ca/2 - 2*pcirca*pi*6^2*ycirca + Atps*(21/2 + e(k)))/Ata;
ytb = (b(k)*cb*cb/2 - 2*pcircb*pi*6^2*ycircb + Atps*(21/2 + e(k)))/Atb;
ytx = (b(k)*cx*cx/2 - 2*pcircx*pi*6^2*ycircx + Atps*(21/2 + e(k)))/Atx;
Ita = b(k)*ca^3/12 + b(k)*ca*(yta - ca/2)^2 + Atps*((21/2 + e(k)) - yta)^2 2*Ica - 2*pcirca*pi*6^2*(yta - ycirca);
Itb = b(k)*cb^3/12 + b(k)*cb*(ytb - cb/2)^2 + Atps*((21/2 + e(k)) - ytb)^2 2*Icb - 2*pcircb*pi*6^2*(ytb - ycircb);
Itx = b(k)*cx^3/12 + b(k)*cx*(ytx - cx/2)^2 + Atps*((21/2 + e(k)) - ytx)^2 2*Icx - 2*pcircx*pi*6^2*(ytx - ycircx);
ynaa = ca - yta;
ynab = cb - ytb;
ynax = cx - ytx;
Minta = MTi(l) - P*((21/2 + e(k)) - yta);
Mintb = MTi(l) - P*((21/2 + e(k)) - ytb);
Mintx = MTi(l) - P*((21/2 + e(k)) - ytx);
PAta = P/Ata;
PAtb = P/Atb;
PAtx = P/Atx;
MIya = Minta/(Ita/ynaa);
MIyb = Mintb/(Itb/ynab);
MIyx = Mintx/(Itx/ynax);
diffa = PAta - MIya;
diffb = PAtb - MIyb;
diffx = PAtx - MIyx;
err = abs(ca - cb);
if diffa == 0
Atx = Ata;
Mintx = Minta;
Itx = Ita;
ynax = ynaa;
ytx = yta;
cb = ca;
elseif diffb == 0
Atx = Atb;
Mintx = Mintb;
Itx = Itb;
ynax = ynab;
ytx = ytb;
ca = cb;
elseif diffa*diffx < 0
cb = cx;
elseif diffb*diffx < 0
ca = cx;
end
end
ftLi(l) = P/Atx + Mintx/(Itx/ynax);
dfbLi(l) = (Mintx/(Itx/((21/2 + e(k)) - ytx)))*n(k);
end
for j = crack:its
index = find(MTi > MT(j), 1, 'first');
ftL(j) = ftLi(index);
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dfbL(j) = dfbLi(index);
end
end
% Compression limit check
if max(ftL) > fc(k)
i = find(ftL > fc(k), 1);
tf = tc + sum(tv(1:i));
fcf(k) = 1;
end
% # of cycles to failure for concrete in compression
mp = 1./(0.069.*(1-ftD./ftL));
Dc = 1./(10.^(mp).*(10.^((ftL/fc(k)).*-mp)));
% # of cycles to failure for prestressing steel
Ds = 1./(10^11.*(dfbL).^(-3.5));
% Damage Index
if fcf(k) == 1
tc = tf;
Dcc = sum(Dc(1:i)); Dsc = sum(Ds(1:i));
elseif DIc(k) + sum(Dc)>1
CUMc = cumsum(Dc) + DIc(k);
l = find(CUMc>1,1);
tc = tc + sum(IT(1:l));
Dcc = sum(Dc(1:l)); Dsc = sum(Ds(1:l));
elseif DIs(k) + sum(Ds) > 1
CUMs = cumsum(Ds) + DIs(k);
l = find(CUMs>1,1);
tc = tc + sum(IT(1:l));
Dcc = sum(Dc(1:l)); Dsc = sum(Ds(1:l));
else
tc = sum(IT) + tc;
Dcc = sum(Dc); Dsc = sum(Ds);
end
DIc(k) = DIc(k) + Dcc; DIs(k) = DIs(k) + Dsc;
end
Year(k) = tc/8760; %years
fid = fopen(['Sims', num2str(Enviro), num2str(LPchoice), '-', num2str(start,'%05d'), '-',
num2str(finish,'%05d'), '.txt'], 'a');
fprintf(fid,'%g\t%g\t%g\t%g\n', Year(k), DIc(k), DIs(k), fcf(k));
fclose(fid);
end
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